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CORONA RING DESIGN AND PARAMETER OPTIMIZATION FOR 380 kV 
V - INSULATOR STRINGS USED IN TURKISH NATIONAL POWER 
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM 
SUMMARY 
In a real power transmission system, insulator strings are equipped with auxiliary 
apparatus in order to increase the electrical performance of an insulator string. For 
example, a grading ring, usually called a corona ring is one of the auxiliary fittings 
that are used with porcelain and polymer insulator strings.  
Corona rings are used to improve the performance of an insulator string in multiple 
ways. Corona rings reduce the corona and associated audible noise, radio, and 
television interference voltages, modify the electric field distribution around the 
string, and cause more linear potential distribution along the insulator string. In 
addition, corona rings keep the arc away from the insulator, and fix the root of the 
arc on the ring to avoid heating of the end fittings. Moreover, corona rings increase 
the string performance in contaminated conditions. All of these effects of corona 
rings on insulator strings are primarily dependent on the design parameters of the 
corona rings. Electric field simulations and laboratory tests are required to obtain the 
suitable design parameters for a given insulator string since there is no one standard 
for corona ring installation. 
According to the failure records of the Turkish National Power Transmission 
System, unexpected transient flashovers in 380 kV transmission systems for 
unknown reasons were the dominating failures in the past. Most of these flashovers 
occurred in the early morning. Power arc traces on the corona ring surfaces, and on 
the tower side as well as damaged insulator units were observed in the field by the 
transmission utility. Those observations indicated that the unforeseen flashovers 
occurred around the insulator string between the corona rings and the transmission 
tower, propagated either in the air space or along the insulator string. However, no 
recorded data are available about the voltage type.  
xxiv 
 
To investigate the nature and origin of these failures as well as to eliminate or 
minimize the unforeseen power outages, it is necessary to investigate the elec trical 
performance of the string for different stress conditions and different air clearances. 
Consequently, this thesis is concentrated on the electrical performance of a 380 kV 
V-string for different corona ring models and different insulator strings (glass or 
polymer insulators). 
The objective of this thesis is to investigate the electrical performance of 380 kV V-
suspension insulator strings of different types of corona rings. Currently, these kind 
of strings are used in 380 kV Turkish National Power Transmission lines. The 
investigation is divided into two parts: laboratory experiments and and simulation 
analyses. 
The experiments were conducted at Istanbul Technical University, Fuat Külünk High 
Voltage Laboratory. Lightning impulse, switching impulse with standard wave 
shapes as well as alternating voltage tests were performed for the strings, including 
glass insulators and polymer insulators, for different corona ring models. The corona 
ring diameter, corona tube diameter and corona ring installation he ights were 
selected as the design parameters. The laboratory tests were performed on the 
insulator strings, suspended from the central phase of a full size power transmission 
tower because of the laboratory size limitation. The tests were repeated in dry and 
wet test conditions and for positive and negative polarity impulses. The effects of the 
corona ring design parameters on the insulator string impulse performance were 
investigated. Withstand voltage levels and small flashover probability voltage levels, 
time-to- flashovers, flashover paths of the strings were recorded for the different 
corona ring models. For the 50 Hz alternating voltage tests, the flashover voltage 
level of the string was investigated under dry and wet test conditions. In addition, the 
radio interference voltage levels of the strings were measured for various corona ring 
models. As a result, the effects of the corona rings on the electrical performance of 
the 380 kV V-suspension insulators were investigated for impulse and alternating 
voltages.  
The simulation-based studies were conducted by using Coulomb 3D and Comsol 
Multiphysics licensed simulation softwares. Three-dimensional simulation models, 
including transmission lines, transmission tower, insulator strings, and corona ring 
models were developed to investigate the electric field distributions around the string 
xxv 
 
for different corona ring models. The adjacent phases, ground wires, and conductor 
sags were also taken into consideration. The laboratory experimental setup was also 
simulated by 3D models to see what extent the experimental model fit the real 
service model. The potential distribution along the insulator string, as well as the 
electric field distribution on the corona rings and at critical regions around the string 
were investigated for each corona ring design parameters, and optimal corona ring 
models were recommended with respect to the electric field values. In addition, 
simulations were conducted for polluted insulator strings. Alternating and transient 
field distributions were obtained for polluted insulator strings for different corona 
ring models. 
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TÜRKİYE ULUSAL ELEKTRİK İLETİM SİSTEMİNDE KULLANILAN 380 
kV V-ASKI İZOLATÖRLERİ İÇİN KORONA HALKASI TASARIMI VE 
PARAMETRE OPTİMİZASYONU 
ÖZET 
Yüksek alternatif gerilimle enerji iletiminin uygulanabilir hale geldiği yirminci 
yüzyılın başlarından günümüze kadar, artan elektrik enerjisi talebinin bir sonucu 
olarak, elektrik enerjisinin iletiminde giderek daha yüksek gerilimlerin kullanımı 
yönünde bir eğilim ortaya çıkmıştır. Günümüzde, çeşitli ülkelerde, 750 kV’a kadar 
olan yüksek alternatif gerilimle enerji iletimi yapılmaktadır ve iletim gerilimi 
düzeyininin daha da arttırılması yönünde çalışmalar devam etmektedir. İletim 
gerilimi düzeyinin artması ve gelecekte daha yüksek gerilimlerin enerji iletimlerinde 
kullanılması, yüksek elektrik alan şiddetleri, korona boşalmaları ve korona ile ilgili 
problemleri de beraberinde getirmektedir. Korona boşalmaları önemli ölçüde güç 
kayıplarına ve genellikle iletim sisteminde kullanılan yalıtımın yaşlanmasına neden 
olmaktadır. Bu nedenle, yalıtımı sağlayan yapılardaki yüksek elektrik alanı 
değerlerinin bilinmesi ve kontrol edilmesi iletim sistemi tasarımcıları için önemlidir.  
Enerji iletim sisteminde kullanılan izolatör zincirlerinin elektriksel performansını 
arttırmak için bazı yardımcı düzenekler kullanılmaktadır. Bu yardımcı düzeneklerin 
geometrileri ve tasarımları iletim sistemi gerilimine ve birlikte kullanıldıkları izolatör 
yapılarına bağlı olarak farklılık göstermektedir. Korona halkaları porselen, cam veya 
silikon izolatörlerle birlikte kullanılan yardımcı düzeneklerdendir.  
Korona halkaları izolatör zincirinin performansını çeşitli şekillerde arttırmaktadırlar. 
İzolatör zinciri ile birlikte korona halkasının kullanılması, izolatör zinciri 
çevresindeki korona boşalmalarının azalmasına, radyo ve televizyon girişim 
gerilimlerinin azalmasına yardımcı olmaktadır. Korona halkası ayrıca izolatör zinciri 
boyunca daha düzgün gerilim dağılışı sağlamakta ve izolatör çevresinde oluşabilecek 
maksimum elektrik alan şiddeti değerlerinin azalmasına neden olmaktadır. Bunlara 
ilaveten, korona halkaları ark koruması için de kullanılırlar. İzolatör çevresinde 
meydana gelebilecek bir boşalma olayı sırasında, oluşacak arkın izola törden uzak 
tutulması gereklidir. Bazı deneysel çalışmalar, kirli ortam koşullarında kullanılan 
silikon izolatörler için, korona halkasının izolatör son bağlantı kısımlarındaki kuru 
bölge arklarının oluşumunu engellediğini göstermiştir. Yukarıda belirtilen tüm 
etkilerine ilaveten, korona halkaları ayrıca iletim sisteminin alternatif ve darbe 
gerilim düzeylerini de etkilemektedir. Tüm bu etkiler tamamı ile korona halkası 
tasarım parametrelerine bağlıdır. Korona halkası tasarımı ile ilgili herhangi bir 
standartın bulunmaması, verilen askı takımı için uygun geometride korona halkasının 
tasarımı için elektrik alan benzetimleri ve laboratuvar deneylerini zorunlu 
kılmaktadır. 
Silikon izolatörlü askı takımları için, 345 kV ve üstü iletim gerilimleri için, hem 
toprak tarafında hem de hat tarafında (izolatörün her iki bağlantı noktasında) korona 
halkalarının kullanılması önerilmektedir. 230 kV ile 345 kV gerilim aralığı için 
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sadece iletim hattı tarafında korona halkasının kullanımı yeterlidir. 230 kV ve altı 
iletim gerilimleri için ise korona halkalarının kullanımı gerekli olabilir veya 
olmayabilir. 
Türkiye elektrik iletim sistemi arıza kayıtlarına göre, 380 kV iletim sistemizde 
meydana gelen ve kaynağı tam olarak bilinmeyen geçici arıza olayları sistemde 
meydana gelen tüm arızalar içerisinde önemli bir yer tutmaktadır. Geçici arızalı 
durumların genellikle sabah erken saatlerde meydana geldiği belirlenmiştir. Bunun 
yanı sıra, askı takımında kullanılan korona halkaları ve iletim direğinde ark izlerine 
ve izolatör zincirlerinde kırık izolatör birimlerine rastlanmıştır. Bu bulgular, geçici 
atlama olaylarının korona halkası ile iletim direği arasında ve/veya izolatör yüzeyi 
boyunca gerçekleşmiş olabileceğini göstermektedir. Geçici atlama olayları esnasında 
kaydedilmiş herhangi bir gerilim dalga şekli mevcut değildir.  
İletim sistemizde meydana gelen geçici arıza olaylarının kaynağının belirlenmesi ve 
gerekli önlemlerin alınması için arızalı durumların meydana geldiği askı takımlarının 
elektriksel dayanımlarının farklı gerilimler, farklı ortam koşulları ve farklı ark 
mesafeleri için incelenmesi gereklidir.  
Bu tez çalışmasında temel olarak cam ve silikon askı izolatörlerinden oluşmuş 380 
kV 90o V-askı takımlarının elektriksel performansları farklı geometrilerdeki korona 
halkaları için incelenmiştir. Bu askı takımları mevcut 380 kV Türkiye elektrik iletim 
hatlarında kullanılmaktadır. Yapılan çalışmalar, deneysel ve benzetim bazlı 
çalışmalar olmak üzere iki temel kısımda incelenebilir.  
Deneysel çalışmalar, İstanbul Teknik Üniversitesi, Fuat Külünk Yüksek Gerilim 
Laboratuvarı’nda yapılmıştır. Standart yıldırım darbe gerilimi, anahtarlama darbe 
gerilimi ve 50 Hz frekanslı alternatif gerilim deneyleri cam ve silikon izolatörlü V-
askı takımları için farklı geometrilerde korona halkaları için gerçekleştirilmiştir. 
Deneyler kuru ve yaş ortam koşulları için tekrarlanmıştır. Korona halkası çapı, 
korona halkası tüp çapı ve korona halkası montaj yüksekliği korona halkası tasarım 
parametreleri olarak dikkate alınmış ve deneylerde bu parametrelerin askı takımı 
elektriksel performasını ne şekilde etkilediği incelenmiştir. Deneyler, laboratuvar 
içerisine kurulan, gerçek boyutlardaki 380 kV 3PB tipi iletim direğinin orta fazına 
asılı 90o V-askı takımları ile gerçekleştirilmiştir. Laboratuvar boyutlarının sınırlı 
olması ve laboratuvar dış deney alanının 380 kV askı takımı için uygun olmaması 
nedeni ile deneylerde sadece orta fazı temsil eden direk yapısı kullanılmıştır. 
Yıldırım ve anahtarlama darbe gerilimleri deneyleri, pozitif ve negatif polariteli 
darbe gerilimleri ile, kuruda ve yapay yağmur altında gerçekleştirilmiştir. Korona 
halkası tasarım parametrelerinin izolatör zinciri darbe dayanımına etkileri detaylı 
olarak incelenmiştir. Darbe dayanma düzeyleri, küçük olasılıklı atlama gerilimleri, 
darbe kesilme süreleri ve darbe atlama yönleri farklı korona halkası modelleri için 
elde edilmiştir. 50 Hz frekanslı alternatif gerilim deneyleri için ise, izolatör askı 
takımının atlama gerilim değerleri kuruda ve yapay yağmur altında farklı geometrili 
korona halkaları için elde edilmiştir. Askı takımının radyo girişim gerilim düzeyleri 
de ölçülmüştür. Sonuç olarak, deneysel çalışmalarda, 380 kV, 90o V-askı takımının 
darbe ve alternatif dayanım düzeyleri farklı geometrili korona halkaları için elde 
edilmiş ve korona halkası parametrelerinin askı takımının elektriksel performansı 
üzerine etkileri incelenmiştir.  
Benzetim çalışmaları Coulomb 3D and Comsol Multiphysics lisanslı yazılımlar 
yardımı ile gerçekleştirilmiştir. İletim hattı, iletim direği, izolatör zinciri ve korona 
halkalarını içeren üç boyutlu benzetim modelleri geliştirilmiştir. Benzetim 
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modellerinde, yan fazlar, koruma telleri ve iletken sehim etkileri de dikkate 
alınmıştır. Laboratuvar deney düzeneğinin de üç boyutlu modeli oluşturulmuş ve 
laboratuvar modeli ile gerçek model için alan dağılımları elde edilmiştir. İzolatör 
zinciri boyunca gerilim dağılışı, korona halkası üzerindeki ve izolatör çevresindeki 
kritik bölgelerdeki elektrik alan dağılımları her bir korona halkas ı modeli için elde 
edilmiştir. Sonuç olarak, belirtilen askı takımı için, elektrik alan dağılımı bakımından 
uygun geometrili korona halkası modelleri önerilmiştir. Benzetim çalışmaları ayrıca 
farklı izolatör kirlenme durumları için yapılmış ve alternatif ve darbe gerilimi alan 
dağılımları kirli durumlar için farklı korona halkası modelleri için elde edilmiştir.  
Benzetim çalışmalarına ilave olarak bir dizi doğrulama deneyleri yapılmıştır. 
Doğrulama deneylerinde, bir, iki ve üç izolatörlü izolatör zincirleri, iletim direğini 
temsil eden topraklı bir metal düzeneğe asılarak gerilim dağılımları elde edilmiştir. 
İzolatör yüzeyi boyunca gerilim dağılışlarını ölçmek için, dokunmasız ölçme 
probuna sahip dijital bir elektrostatik voltmetre kullanılmıştır.  
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Overview 
Once high voltage AC power transmission was available, a trend emerged for the 
usage of higher voltages for transmitting more electric powers over long distances to 
meet the increasing electrical energy demand [1-2]. Now, AC power transmission 
systems, up to 750 kV, are in operation in several countries. Many researchers and 
electrical utilities have been investigating the extension of the transmission voltage 
levels up to megavolt (MV) ranges [1]. 
With the increase of power transmission voltage levels and the probability of higher 
operating voltages, the electric field strength in the vicinity of the insulators increase, 
and corona discharge and corona-related problems arise. This discharge is 
responsible for considerable power losses and often leads to the deterioration of the 
insulation. This phenomenon attracts a great deal of attention in high voltage 
engineering, where non-uniform electric fields are inevitable [3-4]. 
Therefore, understanding the properties of insulating materials, the distribution of 
electric fields, and the methods of controlling the electrical stresses is crucial for 
power system designers [4]. Insulator strings are equipped with auxiliary apparatus 
to provide connections and to improve insulator string performance. Both the 
geometry and the design of these apparatus are dependent on the transmission 
voltage level and the insulator type. Grading rings are the auxiliary fittings used with 
the insulator strings. 
Grading rings, often called “corona rings”, can be used with any type of insulator.  
Corona rings improve the performance of insulator string in several ways: 
- They reduce corona discharges on the terminals of the insulator string, 
- They reduce the audible noise, radio interference (RI) and television interference 
(TVI) voltages, 
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- They can adjust the voltage distribution along the insulator string; reducing the 
maximum electric field strength [5-9]. 
The corona rings are also used for arc protection. For insulator flashovers, it is 
necessary to keep the power arc away from the insulator and to fix the root of the arc 
on the ring to avoid heating of the end fittings. Moreover, some testing experience 
has demonstrated that certain design of corona rings have a favorable effect of 
preventing dry band arcing near the end fittings of the composite insulators in 
polluted conditions [9]. 
In addition, corona rings can affect the AC, lightning impulse, switching impulse 
withstands/flashover levels of the insulator strings. 
A 380 kV V-insulator string equipped with racket type corona rings in the Turkish 
National Power Transmission System is illustrated in Figure 1.1. A close view of the 
corona rings is shown in Figure 1.2.  
 
Figure 1.1 : 380 kV V-glass insulator string equipped with corona rings 
(courtesy of (TEİAŞ, Turkey).  
Corona rings are required at both ends of the suspension composite insulators for 
system voltages 345 kV and above. One corona ring at the line end is enough for a 
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230-345 kV voltage range. Below 230 kV, the use of corona rings or other grading 
devices may or may not be necessary [5, 7]. There is no specific standard for the 
design and application of corona rings. Laboratory tests and/or computer simulations 
should be considered regarding the usage of corona rings with insulator strings [5]. 
 
Figure 1.2 : Close view of corona rings for V-glass insulator strings 
(courtesy of TEİAŞ, Turkey).  
Since there is no one design standard for corona rings, it is necessary to determine 
appropriate design parameters of the corona rings for the given system voltage. In 
this thesis, corona ring design and parameter optimization are proposed for 380 kV 
Turkish National Electric Power Transmission Systems. 90-degree V-insulator 
strings, comprising both cap-and-pin type glass and composite insulator strings, were 
taken into consideration. 
1.2 Motivation for the Research 
According to the Turkish National Power Transmission System failure records, a 
substantial number of unexpected failures occurred in the 380 kV V-insulator strings. 
Usually, flashover phenomena occurred in V-insulator strings composed of glass or 
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porcelain insulator units. Typically, butterfly- type (racket-type) corona rings with 
different geometries were installed on the strings. 
Turkey’s 380 kV power transmission system consists of 160 transmission lines, and 
its total length is approximately 16000 km, as of October 2010. Table 1.1 lists the 
total lengths of the 380 kV transmission lines for the last five years. The numbers of 
failures for some 380 kV transmission lines in the last five years are given in Table 
1.2. 
Table 1.1 : 380 kV total transmission line lengths (courtesy of TEİAŞ, 
Turkey). 
Year Total line length (km) 
2006 14402.64 
 
2007 
 
14448.08 
 
2008 
 
14468.93 
 
2009 
 
15133.04 
 
2010 
 
15955.36 
Table 1.2 : The number of failures for some 380 kV transmission lines for 
the period 2006-2010 (courtesy of TEİAŞ, Turkey).  
Name of 380 kV Line 
Length 
(km) 
The Number of Failures / Year 
Total 
2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 
BAGLUM-KAYABASI  264.47 47 67 28 132 60 334 
KAYABASI-KURSUNLU  214.92 66 29 36 94 18 243 
ELBISTAN A-SINCAN  474.95 29 31 29 40 58 187 
ERZURUM 3-OZLUCE  202.00 42 34 54 35 21 186 
TEMELLI-YESILHISA GUNEY 296.03 28 49 23 23 51 174 
ATATURK-YESILHISAR KUZEY 320.30 20 19 33 37 59 168 
TEMELLI-YESILHISAR KUZEY 296.63 24 47 31 21 35 158 
DECEKO-KAYABASI  168.18 29 32 27 28 39 155 
ATATURK-YESILHISAR GUNEY 320.70 18 35 30 30 31 144 
KEB.SALT2-OZLUCE  151.84 17 17 24 26 37 121 
ELBISTAN B-SINCAN  460.41 14 25 16 17 31 103 
ERZINCAN-G.ANTEP 2  119.20 28 22 10 16 25 101 
ADANA-SEYDISEHIR  356.87 5 21 24 29 18 97 
ATATURK-ELBISTAN B  177.03 13 12 20 11 32 88 
AGRI 2-ERZURUM 3  183.06 0 0 0 59 25 84 
KAYS.KAP.-KEB.SALT GUN. 278.08 10 13 16 21 19 79 
ADA1 DGCS-TEMELLI  222.31 8 15 9 10 33 75 
BORCKA-TIREBOLU  261.66 0 5 17 26 27 75 
KONYA 4-YESILHISA  224.35 6 9 1 34 22 72 
BURSAGAZ-KARABIGA  174.34 16 33 5 15 0 69 
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Figure 1.3 and Figure 1.4 illustrate the total number of failures and the times of 
failure occurrence, respectively.  
 
Figure 1.3 : The number of failures in 380 kV transmission lines for the 
period 2006 - 2010 (courtesy of TEİAŞ, Turkey).  
 
Figure 1.4 : Failure occurrence time in 380 kV transmission lines for the 
period 2006 - 2010 (courtesy of TEİAŞ, Turkey).  
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Tables 1.3-1.5 show the types, reasons, and the status of the failures in 380 kV 
Turkish Transmission Lines, respectively. 
Table 1.3 : Failure types in 380 kV transmission lines (Jan. 2010 - Dec. 
2010) (courtesy of TEİAŞ, Turkey).  
Types of the Failures 
The Number of 
Failures 
Percentage, 
% 
 
Line-Ground 1071 84.73 
 
Line-Line 46 3.64 
 
Line-Line-Ground 18 1.42 
 
3 Phase, 3 Phase-Ground 37 2.93 
 
Other 92 7.28 
 
TOTAL 1264 100.00 
 
Table 1.4 : Reasons for the failures in 380 kV transmission lines (Jan. 2010-
Dec. 2010) (courtesy of TEİAŞ, Turkey).  
Reasons for the Failures 
The Number of 
Failures 
Percentage, 
% 
Rain 122 9.65 
Snow 65 5.14 
Wind 68 5.38 
Fog 40 3.16 
Icing 3 0.24 
Lightning 8 0.63 
Moisture  3 0.24 
Fire 2 0.16 
Wrong operation 1 0.08 
Other 43 3.40 
Unknown reasons 905 71.60 
Line hardware problems 2 0.16 
Circuit breaker phase 
sequence 
2 0.16 
TOTAL 1264 100.00 
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Table 1.5 : Status of the failures in 380 kV Trans. Lines (Jan. 2010-Dec. 
2010) (courtesy of TEİAŞ, Turkey).  
Fault Status 
The Number of 
Failures 
Percentage, 
% 
Transient Failures (temporary) 1244 98.42 
Line Breaks (permanent) 6 0.47 
Jamper Breaks (permanent) 1 0.08 
Ground Wire Breaks (permanent) 3 0.24 
Insulator Breaks (permanent) 4 0.32 
Foreign Body into the Line (permanent) 1 0.08 
Other reason (permanent) 5 0.40 
TOTAL 1264 100.00 
 
Clearly, the transient failures (temporary failures) are the dominating failures in 380 
kV Turkish National Power Transmission Systems for unknown reasons. According 
to the last five years failure records, most of the failure events occurred in the early 
morning (see Figure 1.4). 
Authorized people from the transmission utility observed power arc traces both on 
the surface of the corona rings and on the surface of tower side. Figure 1.5 shows the 
arc traces on the corona ring surface. Also, damaged insulator units were seen in the 
strings.  
 
Figure 1.5 : Observed arc traces on the corona ring surface [10]. 
Figure 1.6 illustrates the damaged insulator unit on the V-insulator string composed 
of cap-and-pin type glass insulator units.  
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Figure 1.6 : Broken unit on the V-insulator string (courtesy of TEİAŞ, 
Turkey). 
As a first step, the power transmission utility replaced the porcelain insulators by 
toughened glass insulator units. Figure 1.7 denotes the replacement of a 20-unit 
porcelain insulator string by glass insulators. During the replacements, two additional 
units were also added to the strings. In some areas, corona rings were removed from 
the string to eliminate or to minimize the unknown transient flashover phenomena.  
 
Figure 1.7 : Replacement of porcelain insulators by glass insulator units 
[10]. 
Broken unit 
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The clues, such as arc traces on the corona ring and on the tower frame, as well as 
damaged insulator units, indicated that these unexpected flashovers could occur 
around the string, between the corona rings and the transmission tower, propagated 
either along free air or along the insulator string. The arc traces on the tower frame 
provided evidence of flashovers between corona rings and transmission towers, and 
the broken insulator units provided the evidence of flashovers along the insulator 
strings. 
To understand the nature and the origin of the outages, as well as to eliminate or 
minimize resultant risk, it is necessary to determine the electrical performance of the 
string under different stress conditions, atmospheric conditions, and air clearances. It 
is clear that the trivial way to eliminate the outages is to replace the existing 
transmission towers with larger ones, which allow more clearance. However, this 
solution is not feasible from an economical point of view. Therefore, it is necessary 
to increase the performance of existing system, to some extent, by using appropriate 
corona rings. In this thesis, different corona ring models for different insulator strings 
are developed and analyzed to investigate the insulator string performance. 
A 380 kV V-insulator string, composed of cap-an-pin type glass insulators and 
composite insulators, are taken into consideration. The studies are comprised 
experimental tests and simulation models. 
The experiments are conducted at Istanbul Technical University (ITU), Fuat Külünk 
High Voltage Laboratory. Lightning impulse (LI), switching impulse (SI), and 
alternating voltage (AC) tests are carried out both for the strings with glass insulator 
units and those with composite insulators, equipped with different types of corona 
rings. All the laboratory tests are performed for insulator strings, suspended from a 
real-size power transmission tower. Because of the laboratory size limitations, only 
the central phase of the transmission tower is used. Positive and negative polarity 
impulse withstand levels of the string are determined for different corona ring 
models. The effects of the corona ring design parameters on the insulator string 
impulse performance are investigated in detail for dry and artificial rain conditions. 
Withstand voltage levels, low flashover probability levels, time-to-flashover, and 
flashover directions of the strings are recorded. For the AC voltage tests, the 
flashover voltage levels of the strings are examined in dry and wet conditions. In 
addition, the RIV levels of the strings are measured. As a result, the effects of the 
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corona rings on the insulator string`s electrical performance are investigated from the 
impulse withstand and AC flashovers perspective. 
Simulations are conducted by using Coulomb and Comsol Multiphysics simulation 
softwares. Three-dimensional (3D) models, including the transmission lines, 
transmission tower, insulator strings, and corona ring models are constructed to 
explore the electric field distribution around the insulator strings. Simulations are 
conducted for real-size transmission lines, including long transmission lines, adjacent 
phases, ground wires, and conductor sags to find the effect of each parameter on the 
field distribution. The laboratory experimental setup is also simulated by developing 
3D models to see to what extent the experimental models fit the actual service 
conditions. The potential distributions along the insulator string, as well as the 
electric field distribution on the corona rings and on the critical regions, are  
investigated for each corona ring design parameter. Finally, suitable corona ring 
models are recommended from the simulation point of view. 
The following summarizes the research objectives of the thesis: 
To investigate the power frequency withstand level, RIV levels, and lightning 
impulse and switching impulse withstand levels of 380 kV V-insulator strings. 
To investigate the electrical performance of the string for power frequency, lightning 
impulse and switching impulse voltages in dry and wet conditions for the currently 
used corona rings (for the string composed of the glass insulator units). 
To investigate the electrical performance of the string for power frequency, lightning 
impulse, and switching impulse voltages for dry and wet conditions under various 
new design corona rings (for the strings composed of both the glass insulator units 
and composite insulator units). 
To compute the 3D electric field and potential distribution around the strings and 
corona ring surfaces and to find reasonable corona ring designs based on the field 
simulations. 
1.3 Thesis Organization 
This thesis contains of seven chapters. Research overview, objective and motivation 
behind the study are given in the first chapter. Chapter 2 is a review of the relevant 
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literature. In Chapter 3, simulations on corona ring designs for cap-and-pin type glass 
insulator units under alternating voltages and clean test conditions are given. In 
addition, the modeling of the insulators, transmission tower, transmission line, and 
some other influencing parameters is described in detail. Laboratory simulation 
model and an actual service condition model are also simulated to see the 
concordance of the laboratory test model. Basic design parameters for racket type 
and circular type corona rings are also given in this chapter. The effects of corona 
rings on the potential and electric field distribution around the string are illustrated in 
detail. This clean case simulation is conducted by using Boundary Element Based 
commercial software, Coulomb. The simulation studies for a polluted glass insulator 
string completed in the University of Waterloo by using Finite Element Based 
commercial software, Comsol Multiphysics. In Chapter 4, experimental-based 
corona ring design for a glass insulator string is given. Alternating voltage, lightning 
impulse voltage, and switching impulse voltage tests are examined in this chapter. 
The effects of the corona rings on glass insulator string’s AC flashover performance 
and impulse withstand performance are evaluated in detail for both dry and wet 
conditions. In Chapter 5, laboratory investigations, similar to those in Chapter 4, are 
conducted for V-insulator strings composed of composite insulators. Chapter 6 
covers the verification tests for the simulation studies. The potential distribution 
along the insulator string (one, two and three units) is measured by using a 
noncontact type electrostatic voltmeter to confirm the simulation studies. These 
verification tests are conducted at the University of Waterloo, High Voltage 
Engineering Laboratory. Chapter 7, the last chapter, comprises conclusions and 
suggestions for more research, related to this thesis.  
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2.  LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Potential and Electric Field Distributions for Insulators 
Today’s computer technologies make it relatively easy to compute electrical field 
and potential distribution around complex geometries. There are several commercial 
software packages, based on Finite Element, Charge Simulation and Boundary 
Element Methods for 2D and 3D electric field problems.  
Simulation-based corona ring design and optimization studies require the 
computation of potential and electric field distributions around the insulator string. 
The following provides a brief look at the on electric field distributions around 
insulator strings. 
Dry and clean insulators, polluted insulators (uniform and non-uniform pollution), 
insulators with wet surfaces or droplets, and ice-covered insulators are reviewed. 
Although most of the studies are conducted for power frequency voltages, some 
studies exist for lightning and switching impulse voltages. There are a few papers 
available in the literature, related to corona ring design and optimization but only for 
composite insulator strings. 
The potential distribution along the suspension insulator string is not uniform due to 
the ground and line stray capacitances [11-14], that is, the line voltage is not equally 
shared between cap-and-pin type insulator units or between the sheds of the 
composite insulators. There are some theoretical studies, equivalent circuit models, 
related to the potential distribution, along the suspension cap-and-pin type insulator 
strings [11-14]. The authors use lumped R-C models to calculate the potential 
distribution. The voltage distribution for dry and clean insulator conditions are 
reported [12]. Uniform pollution [11], as well as uniform and non-uniform pollution 
effects [13-14] are studied for suspension insulator strings. Although these models 
compute the potential distribution along the string (voltage sharing across each 
insulator unit), the models are not suitable for electric field distribution around the 
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string. Moreover, the linear, lumped parameter model approach is not appropriate for 
the potential distributions around composite insulator strings.  
There are many studies regarding potential and electric field distribution around the 
insulators under clean and dry insulator conditions by using different numerical 
techniques [15-22]. A modified charge simulation technique is applied to compute 
the potential distribution around the ceramic and nonceramic insulator under dry and 
clean surface conditions [15]. Another study is described the electric field 
distribution around an insulator shed from a post type insulator by using the charge 
simulation method [16]. However, transmission lines, transmission towers, and 
ground wires are not considered, not only in these dry and clean case studies, but also 
in work, related to pollution, ice and water droplet effects. Little work is related to 
full simulation models in which all the effective factors are included [17-20, 22]. The 
field distribution around a 345 kV composite insulator of both V-string and I-string 
are presented [17] by the using Boundary Element Method. The coupling Charge 
Simulation Method with the Boundary Element Method is used to calculate the field 
distribution around a 330 kV composite suspension insulator for both V-type and I-
type insulators [18]. Another investigation of 765 kV composite insulators, hung in 
suspension and a dead end tower are analyzed by using the Boundary Element 
Method [19]. A combination of integral equations and charge simulation techniques 
are employed to calculate the potential distribution around the cap-and-pin type 
suspension insulator units in the presence of transmission tower, conductor, and 
ground [22]. 
The presence of pollution on high voltage insulators is very common, especially in 
industrial and coastal areas. The pollution layer on the insulators becomes 
conductive, when the layer, combined with moisture-dew and leakage current passes 
through the insulator surface. This leakage current heats the surface of the insulator, 
resulting in some dry band regions, and the electric field and potential distribution 
around the insulator become distorted and inevitable flashovers can occur. Several 
numerical investigations are performed to analyze the field distribution around 
polluted insulators [23-31]. A Boundary Element based study for polluted insulators 
are described [23]. A pin type insulator was used, and the simulation results are 
verified by analytical and measured values [23].  
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An application of electromagnetic field computation is presented [24] to attain the 
field distribution around the insulator with light contamination for low frequency 
voltages. Capacitive-resistive field distribution around post type insulators with 
varying shapes [25], and around porcelain and capacitive bushings [26], are 
determined by using boundary element methods. Also, the field distribution around 
the insulators are analyzed for clean, uniform pollution and non-uniform pollution 
cases [25-26]. In addition, integral equations are applied to determine the 
electrostatic field distribution around an insulator, coated with a thin homogeneous 
surface layer. Uniform and non-uniform surface layers with different surface 
conductivities are considered [27]. Further work includes the Finite Difference [29] 
and Finite Element Methods [30] are employed to calculate the field distribution 
around polluted insulators for ac low frequency voltages.  
The performance of ice-covered insulators differs from that of clean conditions. 
There are some papers regarding the electric field and potential distribution around 
ice covered insulators [32-35]. The effect of air gaps, air gap lengths, and number of 
along an ice-covered high voltage post insulator, is investigated by using the 
Boundary element method [32]. Also, simulations are also conducted for the same 
insulator unit during an ice melting period [33]. A similar distribution around ice-
covered composite insulators is determined by the Finite Element Method [35]. 
Furthermore, wet conditions and their effect on field distribution are also 
investigated by some authors [36-38]. The potential and electric field distributions 
are calculated in the case of water droplets on polymer insulators [36-37]. Water film 
and water droplet effects are also investigated for RTV-coated porcelain insulator 
units up to 1200 kV [38]. The boundary element method is used in several studies 
[36-38]. 
Potential distribution, along a semiconducting glaze post insulator, is investigated for 
lightning and switching impulse voltages under icing conditions with the Finite 
Element Method. Impulse voltages are approximated by their equivalent sinusoidal 
voltages. The results of the simulations reveal that the switching impulse voltage is a 
limiting factor for designing semiconducting glazed insulators under icing conditions 
[39-40]. An algorithm, based on the Boundary Element Method, is used to calculate 
the electric field and potential distribution around a post type porcelain insulator 
under power frequency and impulse voltage conditions. Uniform surface pollution, 
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partial surface pollution, and the effects of the presence of dry bands on the field 
distributions are calculated for ac voltages and impulse voltages. Double exponential 
functions are employed to simulate the impulse voltages. The results indicate that 
variation of electric field from capacitive to capacitive-resistive, and from capacitive-
resistive to fully resistive; occur in a very narrow surface resistivity under power 
frequency and impulse voltage cases. Moreover, for a given surface resistivity, the 
power frequency voltages cause the highest field distribution around the porcelain 
post insulators [41]. The electric field distribution for epoxy spaces is investigated 
for lightning impulse voltages, represented by a double exponential function. In 
addition, permittivity, conductivity, and polarization losses are also taken into 
account [42]. Another study, related to the electric field distribution for a 10 kV 
outdoor vacuum circuit breaker is introduced for lightning impulse voltage [43]. The 
lightning impulse voltage in this study is expressed by a double exponential function. 
In studies, described previously [39-43], transient voltages are represented by either 
equivalent sinusoidal voltages [39-40] or double exponential functions [41-43]. A 
different approach is to calculate transient electric field distributions [44]. In this 
study, an impulse voltage is decomposed into sinusoidal components by means of the 
Fourier analysis or Fourier transform. The AC electric field responses for each 
frequency are weighted and summed up to represent the time-dependent potential 
and electric field distributions around a porcelain support insulator under uniform 
surface pollution conditions [44]. 
In addition to the aforementioned simulation studies, there are some computer 
simulation studies related to corona ring design and optimization based on the field 
distribution around the insulators [6, 45-47]. However, these studies are limited to 
corona ring design only for composite insulator units.  
The corona ring optimization for a 230 kV composite insulator string is carried out 
by using 2D models [6]. The voltage and electric field distribution along the string is 
obtained by using the FEMLAB commercial software package. The corona ring 
diameter (R), corona tube diameter (r), and position of the ring in its vertical position 
(h) are the optimization parameters. Results of this study show that, for a given 
composite insulator model, R = 100 mm, h = 30 mm and r = 38 mm are found to be 
the optimum values. With the optimized corona ring parameters, the 0.58 kV/mm 
and 1.84 kV/mm maximum electric field strengths are calculated on the insulator 
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surface and on the surface of corona ring itself, respectively [6]. However, only a 2D 
model is used and the transmission line effects are not taken into consideration. 
There is a 3D corona ring optimization for 800 kV DC transmission lines, composed 
of vertical composite units [45]. Transmission tower, transmission lines, and ground 
wire effects are taken into account in the simulations. The corona ring diameter (R), 
corona tube diameter (r), and vertical position of the ring (h) are chosen as the 
optimization parameters. The electric field and potential distribution along the 
vertical composite insulator units are investigated with and without corona rings. 0.3 
m ring diameter, 0.1 m corona tube diameter, and 0.08 m installation heights are the 
optimum values to maintain the maximum electrical field strength on the composite 
insulator string, as well as on the corona ring surface.  
Another corona ring optimization for 1000 kV AC transmission lines consists of 
vertical composite insulator units [46]. Transmission line effects and tower effects 
are considered in 3D computer simulations. Their basic design parameters, namely 
the corona ring diameter, corona tube diameter, and vertical position of the ring, are 
the design parameters of the rings. The study was conducted to find the optimum 
design parameters of the corona ring concerning the maximum electric field strength 
on the composite insulator, as well as on the corona ring itself. Besides the optimum 
values, the effects of the corona rings on the potential distributions along the string 
are considered [46]. 
The corona ring optimization for 500 kV AC transmission lines is also studied [47]. 
A 3D model, including the transmission lines and grounded tower frame, is taken 
into consideration with the Finite Element Method. Both the V-insulator string on the 
centre phase of the tower and the vertical string on the outer phases are considered in 
the corona ring optimization. The effects of corona rings on the electric field 
distributions are also presented in the study. The model includes large and small 
corona rings. In the study, 80-100 mm mounting height, 400-500 mm corona ring 
diameter, and 50-60 mm corona tube diameter are recommended for a reasonable 
electric field distribution around the composite insulator string and corona ring itself 
[47]. 
Although some research [6, 45-47] are totally related to corona ring design and its 
optimization, there are some other studies in which the corona ring design are 
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considered [17, 19]. The electric field and potential distribution around 345 kV 
power transmission systems for composite insulator units are calculated by using 3D 
models. The Boundary Element Method-based commercial software is employed in 
the study. Transmission lines, transmission tower and insulators are incorporated in 
the model. The results indicate that the conductor length has a significant effect on 
the potential and electric distributions in the vicinity of the insulator string. 
Moreover, the dimensions and the locations of the corona rings have a significant 
effect on the electric field strengths along the composite insulators. Some electr ic 
field verification tests are also conducted [17]. In a similar study [19], the potential 
and electric field distributions were calculated around the 765 kV AC power 
transmission system, composed of silicone insulator units [19]. The suspension and 
dead-end tower cases are considered in the 3D field simulations, based on the 
boundary element method. The paper contains some simplifications on silicone 
insulator modeling for reducing the number of boundary elements, and, therefore, the 
computational time. The simulations demonstrate that using some weather sheds on 
the line side and ground side of the insulators generate  a reasonable field distribution 
around the string. The simulations are repeated for different corona ring installation 
heights, along the vertical distance of the insulators, keeping the corona ring and 
corona tube diameter constant. The results, related to the corona rings, indicate that 
increasing the corona ring vertical position reduce the maximum field intensities 
around the triple junction points of the insulator. Some verification tests, related to 
electric field measurements, are also performed by using an insulator tester [19]. 
2.2 Experimental-Based Studies for Insulator Strings  
Experimental-based corona ring optimization studies are conducted on a full-scale 
centre phase EHV transmission tower. Cap-and-pin type glass insulator units and 
composite insulators are used to form a 90-degree V-insulator string, suspended on 
the centre phase of the tower. Although this thesis concerns corona ring design and 
optimization for the V-insulator string of 380 kV EHV transmission lines, it is 
closely related to the discharge characteristics in large air gaps and long insulator 
strings. Therefore, a brief summary, related to the EHV transmission insulation 
characteristics, based on the flashover characteristics of long strings and large air 
gaps under lightning impulse and switching impulse surges, is given. 
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There are many experimental studies regarding lightning impulse, switching impulse, 
and power frequency flashover characteristics of a long insulator string and large air 
gaps up to the EHV and UHV transmission voltage levels [48-66]. The effects of the 
air gaps characteristics on 120/4000 µs switching impulse and 1.2/50 µs lightning 
impulse voltages are investigated with and without insulator elements between the 
electrodes [48-49]. Different electrode arrangements such as rod-rod, rod-plane, and 
conductor-tower are taken into consideration. Dry and wet tests are performed up to 
a 6 m gap spacing for the positive and negative polarities. The results reveal that the 
behavior of the air gaps with and without insulators is similar to that of the positive 
switching impulses under dry and wet conditions. The negative switching flashover 
voltages were slightly low for wet conditions. However, when the insulator string 
was placed between the electrodes, the negative discharge voltages were significantly 
reduced, that is, inserting an insulator element between the electrodes brings 
considerable change in the behavior of the air gaps [48-49]. Other studies regarding 
long insulator strings and large air gaps (rod-rod, rod-plane, and conductor-conductor 
gaps) up to an 8 m spacing for the switching impulses (10-600 µs front times, and 
2000-3000 µs tail times), for lightning impulse (1-1.7 µs front times, and 45-47 µs 
tail times) for positive and negative and for dry and wet conditions [50-51]. The 
results denoted that the wet switching surge flashover voltages for a long suspension 
insulator string exhibit small differences, according to the polarity [51]. A more 
recent study related to similar electrode arrangements (rod-rod, rod-plane and rod-
conductor) up to a 6 m electrode spacing is also described in the literature [52], but 
the tests were primarily conducted under negative polarity switching impulse 
voltages of 20 µs or 80 µs front durations [52]. 
According to the results regarding large air gaps and long insulator strings, some 
algebraic equations have been proposed to calculate 50% flashover voltages of 
different air gaps for positive switching impulses [48-49, 53]. As stated before, air 
gap characteristics with and without insulator elements between the electrodes were 
approximately the same for the positive switching impulses [48-49]. The following 
equation was proposed [48-49] to calculate a positive 50% flashover voltage for a 
switching impulse up to a 6 m electrode spacing. 
 (kV)     (1.1) 
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where d is the gap spacing in meters and k is the gap factor (varies between 1 to 1.9). 
The reference electrode arrangement is the rod-plane electrode (k = 1) [48-49]. For 
the conductor-window electrode arrangement with vertical and V-string 
configurations, this coefficient is recommended to be 1.15 (k is recommended as 1.2 
without a string between the electrodes). Another semi-empirical equation was 
recommended to estimate 50% positive switching impulse voltages of air insulation 
[53], 
 (kV)     (1.2) 
where S is the strike distance and k is the gap factor. Gap factor k for the centre 
phase of a transmission tower is given by computing [54-55]  
  (1.3) 
where h is the conductor height, w is the tower width, and s is the minimum strike 
distance. 
It is difficult to define another gap factor for the other impulse stresses, that is, 
negative switching impulses, and positive and negative lightning impulses. For 
example, the influence of the electrode shape on the flashover voltage is critical for 
the negative switching surges. Instead of defining another gap factor for those 
impulses, 50% of the flashover voltages of the air gaps are plotted as a function of 
the gap factor, defined for positive polarity. Then continuous curves are obtained 
[49]. 
Positive switching impulse outdoor tests for dry and wet test conditions were 
conducted on 25 units of V-string insulators by using a simulated centre phase tower 
window for 500 kV transmission lines. The impulse voltage front times ranged from 
5 to 1700 µs (tail time was 5000 µs). However, most of the tests were conducted by 
using 250 µs front times, providing a minimum flashover voltage, for dry and wet 
conditions. The results showed that the artificial rain caused as much as a 5% 
reduction in flashover voltages for the positive impulses. Typically, flashovers 
occurred in 120 - 300 µs time intervals, and random flashover patterns were observed 
during the tests [57]. Later, the test results were verified by using a full-scale tower 
model [56]. The paper indicated that the usage of corona rings reduces the positive 
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flashover surge voltage of the V-string [57]. However, no information about the 
dimensions, shape, and installation of corona rings was given. A similar effect of 
corona rings on 735 kV V-string insulator strings was also observed for positive 
switching surges (150/3200 µs, 250/4000 µs) under wet test conditions [58]. 
Similar tests on either simulated or full-scale 500 kV transmission towers were 
conducted, mainly, on V-insulator strings [56, 59-60]. A full scale tower, positive 
switching impulse (100-300 µs front time, 5000 µs tail time) and lightning impulse 
(1.5/40 µs) for dry and wet conditions [56], simulated tower, positive polarity 
switching impulse (50, 250, 1900 µs front times and 4200 µs tail times) for dry and 
wet conditions [60] and a full scale tower, switching impulse (70 and 1500 µs wave 
fronts), and lightning impulse (1.5/40 µs), for a positive and negative polarity and for 
dry and wet conditions [59] were conducted for a V-string, suspended on the centre 
phase or outer phase of the tower. The results conveyed that, the V-string located in 
the centre phase showed the minimum withstand voltage level for positive switching 
impulse voltages under wet test conditions. However, vertical strings consisting of 
the same number of insulator units, suspended on the outer phase of the tower, 
exhibited the lowest flashover voltage level for the positive switching impulse 
voltages under wet test conditions [60]. The withstand voltage level of the outside 
phase was greater than that of the centre phase for the positive switching impulses. 
The positive switching impulse flashovers occured randomly around the string, while 
negative impulses developed along the string. Moreover, artificial rain increased the 
flashover rates along the string for the positive switching impulses. For the given 
insulator configuration, the majority of positive flashovers occurred along the tower 
side, and the rain increased the flashover rates along the insulator string [56, 59-60]. 
The effect of the switching impulse wave front on the simulated tower at the UHV 
transmission tower was investigated, primarily for the switching impulse voltages for 
a V-string insulator on the centre phase of the tower. The studies were conducted for 
the positive and negative polarities and for the dry and wet test conditions. The 
results showed that the positive switching impulses under wet conditions were the 
most severe. Moreover, the reduction in flashover voltages for the negative impulses 
under wet test conditions was greater than that of the corresponding positive polarity 
case [54, 61]. 
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In the literature, some researches [54, 56-57, 59-61] concentrated on a V-string 
insulator, suspended from the centre phase or the outer phase (mainly the centre 
phase). A more general study included a horizontal string, vertical string (I-string), 
and V-string configuration for a simulated EHV transmission tower [62]. A lightning 
impulse (1.4/58 µs), switching impulse (250/3250 µs), and power frequency tests 
were performed in indoor laboratory conditions. The tests were conducted for 
positive and negative impulses in dry and wet test conditions for as many as 24 unit 
strings. It was found that regardless of the string type, dry-positive lightning and 
switching impulse flashover voltages of the strings, composed of equal numbers of 
the units, are lower than the corresponding negative polarity flashover voltages. As 
already stated [60], vertical strings exhibited the lowest performance for the negative 
switching impulse voltages under wet test conditions. Horizontal strings performed 
better than the vertical strings for the positive and negative switching impulses under 
wet conditions. The negative switching impulse performance of the V-string under 
wet test conditions was greater than that of the vertical string, but less than that of the 
horizontal string. For V-string insulators, under wet conditions, the positive and 
negative impulse performances were comparable, especially for longer strings [62]. 
A similar conclusion was previously mentioned for long insulator strings [51]. 
Vertical insulator string configurations as many as 20-unit strings of a 345 kV full-
scale tower were also studied [63]. Most of the tests were conducted for 2/44 µs LI 
and 110/3650 µs SI surges of both polarities under dry and wet test conditions. The 
results denoted that the negative switching impulse flashover voltage, under wet test 
conditions, was definitely much lower than the dry values, and comparable to the 
positive switching flashover impulse voltages. For all the tested conditions, positive 
lightning flashover voltages were higher than the positive switching flashover 
voltages. Moreover, negative lightning impulse flashover voltages were comparable 
with the negative switching impulse flashover voltages under dry test conditions  
[63]. Another study on EHV line and station insulator for switching impulses 
(generally 100/3200 µs), lightning impulses (1.5/40 µs), and AC voltages was 
performed under dry and wet test conditions [64]. 
The literature also refers to applying negative impulses to the transmission tower 
while keeping the transmission lines at ground potential is to simulate back 
flashovers. Some work on these conditions for strings up to 21 units [63, 65] and for 
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longer strings (UHV range) [66] are found in the literature. It was [63] demonstrated 
that, for the given string configuration (up to 20 units), the impulse flashover level of 
the string was the same, whether the conductor end was pulsed while the tower end 
was grounded, or the tower end was pulsed with a wave of the opposite polarity 
while the line end was grounded.The lightning impulse test results indicated that, the 
majority of test were conducted with 1.2/50 µs impulse, with long insulator string up 
to the UHV level, the application of negative impulses to the tower caused lower 
flashover values than the application of positive or negative polarity to the 
conductors [66]. 
The following conclusions can be drawn from these previous investigations 
regarding for vertical and V-string configurations. 
- The positive lightning impulse and switching impulse flashover voltages are less 
than the corresponding negative polarity ones, except for the vertical string 
arrangement under wet test conditions. 
- The positive lightning impulse and switching impulse performance of the V-
strings, suspended from the centre phase of tower, are higher than those 
suspended from the outer phase of a full-scale tower. 
- The wet switching surge flashover voltages for long suspension insulator strings 
exhibit few differences, according to the polarities. Moreover, negative switching 
impulse performances under wet test conditions are the most critical ones, 
especially for long insulator strings. 
- The most critical voltage for V-strings is the positive switching impulses under 
wet conditions (up to the EHV level). However, for the UHV level, the negative 
polarity becomes more critical under wet test conditions. 
- The switching impulse performance of V-strings under wet test conditions is 
better than that of the corresponding vertical string performance, but less than that 
of the corresponding horizontal string.  
- Using corona rings together with V-string insulators can diminish the positive 
polarity switching impulse voltage strength. However, little information, related to 
corona ring design parameters, is available. 
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3.   SIMULATION STUDIES 
3.1 Corona Ring Design for Glass Insulator Strings: AC Excitation and Clean 
Test Conditions 
To meet the objective in this thesis, simulation studies, related to the corona ring 
design for a 380 kV V-insulator string under power frequency voltage and clean 
insulator conditions, were conducted. The modeling of the insulators, corona rings, 
transmission lines, additional hardware, transmission tower, and grounded plane are 
described in this chapter. In addition to the modeling geometry, the effects of the 
transmission line lengths, conductor sags, presence of adjacent phases, and ground 
wires on the field distribution were examined in clean and dry insulator conditions. 
After the development of the simulation model, which represents the actual service 
conditions as closely as possible, the effects of the corona rings on the field 
distribution around the insulator string and corona ring surface were investigated for 
different ring configurations. The optimum corona ring settings were recommended 
in terms of field regulation around the critical regions of the string. The Boundary 
Element Based commercial software, COULOMB [67], was used for the power 
frequency simulation studies. This program is suitable for large and open boundaries.  
3.1.1 Modeling of the cap-and-pin type glass insulator string 
Twenty cap-and-pin type, toughened-glass suspension insulator units were selected 
for the simulation studies. A general view of the glass insulator is given in Figure 
3.1, and some technical data related to the insulator are listed in Table 3.1. Currently, 
these insulators are currently used in 380 kV Turkish Power Transmission Lines. 
Table 3.1 : Technical data of suspension insulator units used in the studies. 
Diameter 280 mm 
Spacing 170 mm 
Creepage distance 380 mm 
Metal fitting size 20 mm 
Mechanical strength 210 kN 
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Figure 3.1 : 210 kN suspension insulator unit. 
Figure 3.2 shows the model of the glass insulator units. The cement filling regions, as 
shown in Figure 3.2 (a), were not considered in order to reduce the boundary element 
numbers. The relative permittivity and volume conductivity of the glass dielectric 
medium are assumed to be equal to 4.2 and 10-14 S/m, respectively. 
   
(a) (b) 
Figure 3.2 : (a) Glass insulator unit and (b) simplified glass insulator units 
used in the simulations. 
3.1.2 Modeling of the corona rings 
Simulations were conducted on racket type (R-type) and circular type (C-type) 
corona rings. Figure 3.3 reflects the basic shape of an R-type corona ring and a V-
insulator string equipped with R-type rings. Five different R-type corona rings were 
used in simulation studies. The basic dimensions of the R-type corona rings, modeled 
by Coulomb software, are illustrated in Figure 3.4. 
Cement 
fillings 
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R-type rings are the common corona rings for V-insulator strings, composed of cap-
and-pin type glass or porcelain insulators. In this investigation, five different R-type 
rings with different design parameters were selected for the simulations. Although 
only an R5 type corona ring is currently used with the insulator string under the 
study, the other R-type rings were also examined to see the detailed effects of the R-
type corona ring parameters on the electric field and potential distribution around the 
string. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.3 : Basic shape of R-type corona ring and V-insulator string 
equipped with R5 type corona rings.  
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Figure 3.4 : Basic dimensions of (a) R1-type, (b) R2-type, (c) R3-type, (d) 
R4-type, and (e) R5-type corona rings (units: mm). 
 
 
Model Name 
Model Parameters (cm) 
A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 αo 
R1 53.5 32.0 60.0 24.0 18.0 27 
R2 48.0 25.0 50.0 13.0 18.5 30 
R3 46.0 24.0 50.0 0.0 25.0 25 
R4 42.0 26.0 70.0 26.0 22.0 70 
R5 41.0 32.0 70.0 27.0 21.5 30 
 
 
Figure 3.5 : R-type corona rings and basic design parameters. 
In addition to the R-type corona ring models, newly designed C-type corona rings 
were used in the simulations. Figure 3.6 displays closed tubular C-type corona rings 
and the basic optimization parameters. Figure 3.6 illustrates the V- insulator string, 
equipped with C-type corona rings. Depending on the experience and geometric 
feasibility, the following optimization parameters are selected: 
A: Diameter of the corona ring   = 40, 45, 50, 55, 60 and 65 cm; 
B: Installation height of the corona ring  = 0, 5, 10, 15, 20 and 25 cm; 
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C: Diameter of the inner tube  = 2.5 cm constant; 
D: Diameter of the corona ring tube  = 4, 4.5 and 5 cm. 
C-type grading devices are also typical rings, especially for composite insulator 
strings. Therefore, since the results of the study are not limited to only the 380 kV V-
insulator string, and they may be useful and applicable for transmission lines 
operating under different voltages.  
 
Figure 3.6 : Basic shape of C-type corona rings and V-insulator string 
equipped with the rings. 
3.1.3 Modeling of the transmission tower, transmission lines, ground plane, and 
additional hardware 
The basic dimensions of the 380 kV transmission tower are evident in Figure 3.7. 
The tower carries 3x1272 MCM pheasant conductors of Ø35 mm (triple bundle with 
a bundle diameter of 500 mm), and ground wires of Ø10 mm. Figure 3.8 shows the 
transmission tower model used in the simulations.  
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Figure 3.7 : Basic dimensions of 380 kV transmission tower (units: m). 
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Figure 3.8 : 3D modeling of 380 kV transmission tower. 
The transmission lines and ground wires were modeled by smooth aluminium 
conductors, observed in Figure 3.9.  
 
Figure 3.9 : Modeling of triple bundle transmission lines and ground wires. 
A large ground plate of 100 m x 100 m was considered under the legs of the 
transmission tower in order to simulate the earth’s surface. The simulation model, 
containing the large grounded plate is shown in Figure 3.10. 
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Figure 3.10 : The simulation model containing large grounded plate. 
The yoke plate for the 3x1272 MCM triple bundle conductors (bundle diameter of 
500 mm) was modeled, as shown in Figure 3.11. 
 
Figure 3.11 : Yoke plate for triple bundle conductors used in the 380 kV V-
insulator string. 
To reduce the number of finite elements so that the computation times, a half-
symmetric simulation model was chosen for the simulations. Figure 3.12 indicates 
that x = 0 (yz-plane) is the symmetry. 
3.1.4 Boundary conditions and discretization of the simulation model 
Figure 3.13 shows the V-insulator string, which comprises the insulators, yoke plate, 
corona ring, tower, and lines. The electric boundary conditions are the potential, 
ground, and floating potentials. The transmission lines, corona rings, yoke plate, and 
pim of the first insulator units, attached to the yoke plate, are subjected to the line 
voltage. The transmission tower, ground wires, bottom large plate, cap of the last 
insulator units, and additional metal links between the last insulator units and the 
500 mm 
5
0
0
 m
m
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tower structure were assigned to be at the ground potential. The potentials of the 
metal parts of the remaining insulator units were assumed to be floating potentials. 
Each branch of the V-insulator string consists of 20-cap-and-pin type toughened 
glass insulators, as shown in Figure 3.13. 
 
Figure 3.12 : Half-symmetric part of the model. 
 
 
Figure 3.13 : Boundary conditions for V- insulator string. 
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Both the triangular 2D elements and 1D-boundary elements were used in the 
simulation. Triangular boundary elements were used to discretize the insulators, 
corona rings, and yoke plate. The boundary element configuration is represented in 
Figure 3.14. 
 
 
Figure 3.14 : Discretization of the model by using 2D triangle shape 
boundary elements. 
 
 
Figure 3.15 : Discretization of the model by using 1D elements. 
As described in this chapter, smooth aluminium conductors were used to model the 
long transmission lines. It was possible to mesh these conductors by using 2D 
triangular or quadripole boundary elements. However, there were many long 
transmission lines in the simulation model, such that boundary elements were 
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required to mesh them. Since the Coulomb software package has segment options, it 
was possible to solve the field distribution around the smooth cylindrical conductors 
by using the 1D boundary element. This option reduced the number of boundary 
elements and unknowns, and so, the solution time. A similar approach was applied to 
the transmission tower. Again, too many boundary triangle or quadripole elements 
are required to mesh the transmission tower profile. Cylindrical steel electrodes (with 
a radius of 25 mm) were selected to create the cage-structured tower profile, as 
shown in Figure 3.15. This approximation resulted in a negligible effect on the 
electric field distribution around the string.  
3.1.5 Field distribution around the insulator string 
The simulation studies include electric field strength calculations in the vicinity of 
the insulator string. Simulations were performed both for an actual service and for a 
simplified laboratory model. Optimum corona ring settings were determined with 
respect to the lowest maximum field gradients at the critical regions of the string. 
The maximum electric field stresses in the area of the live end side were evaluated 
more precisely, because they are a critical region of the system. 
A conducting earth plane (100 m x 100 m) was placed under the transmission tower. 
The instantaneous voltages 380x√2/√3 = 310.27 kVpeak, peak value of line-to-
ground voltage of 50 Hz were applied to the three-phases. All the calculated electric 
field strengths were expressed as peak or maximum value, kVpeak/cm, kVp/cm. 
In addition to the corona ring design parameters, several secondary parameters were 
found to affect the field distributions around the string to some extent. In other work, 
the effect of conductor length was introduced Error! Reference source not found.. 
Here, all the secondary factors, including the conductor sags, existence of adjacent 
phases, and ground wires were taken into consideration for an improved 
representation of the actual service conditions. The equipotential lines for a 
conductor length of 25 m are illustrated in Figure 3.16.  
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(a) 
 
 
 
 
(b) 
Figure 3.16 : Equipotential lines for a transmission line of 25 m (a) around 
the centre phase of the string and (b) around the corona ring. 
3.1.5.1 Effects of the conductor length 
Simulations demonstrate that the effect of the conductor length on the voltage 
distribution and on the field strength distribution decreases as the conductor length 
increases, and the differences became negligible for the conductor lengths of 25 m 
and above. For example, the maximum electric field strengths, Emax, on the surface of 
the R1 type corona ring are found to be 32.06, 22.55, 20.14, 19.21, 18.98, and 18.98 
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kVp/cm for 0, 3, 6, 12, 25 and 50 m lengths of phase conductors, respectively. Figure 
3.17 represents the potential distributions along the centre line of the glass insulator 
string without a corona ring for several transmission line lengths. 
 
Figure 3.17 : Percentage potential distributions for the 380 kV V-string. 
3.1.5.2 Effects of the conductor sag 
The conductor sags of the longer lines affect the field distribution to some extent. In 
this study, the conductor sags in this study were approximated by the parabola 
equation [68]. The average distance between the two adjacent towers of equal heights 
is assumed to be equal to 450 m. Figure 3.18 shows the conductor sags for the 
transmission lines and ground wires. The Emax on the R1-type grading ring was 
calculated as 18.98, 19.39, 19.76 and 20.17 kVp/cm for 0, 5, 10, 15 and 20 m of 
maximum conductor sags, respectively. These pre-simulations confirmed that 
increasing the conductor sags yielded higher field strengths on the corona rings, as 
well as at the other critical regions.  
3.1.5.3 Effects of the adjacent phases and ground wires 
In addition, pre-simulations were performed to include the effect of the adjacent 
lines. The Emax on the R1-type corona ring was found to be 19.26 and 20.17 kVp/cm 
for a single centre phase and for three-phase excitations, respectively. These results 
showed that the existence of adjacent phases increases the maximum field strength 
by almost 5%. Moreover, the potential distribution along the string is found to be 
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more uniform for a single isolated phase. Finally, the pre-simulations showed that the 
ground wires had negligible effect on the field distributions.  
 
 
Figure 3.18 : Simulation model including conductor sags for lines and 
ground wires. 
Simulations were performed for the service model in Figure 3.19 and for the 
simplified laboratory model in Figure 3.20. All the secondary factors were taken into 
account in the service model simulations. However, the simulations were performed 
for the central phase, but not for the adjacent phases, conductor sags, and ground 
wires for the laboratory model because of the laboratory size limitation.  
 
Figure 3.19 : Service model including all the effective parameters. 
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Figure 3.20 : The laboratory simulation model. 
Smooth aluminium conductors, 11 m long, were positioned parallel to the laboratory 
floor to simulate the transmission lines. As stated previously in this section, adjacent 
phases, ground wires, conductor sags and long transmission lines were not 
considered because of the limited laboratory size. 
 
Figure 3.21 : Percentage potential distributions for service and laboratory 
simulation models. 
Figure 3.21 demonstrates the potential distributions along the V-insulator string 
equipped with C-type corona rings (50 cm corona ring diameter located at a 15 cm 
mounting height) for both the service model and the laboratory model. It is clear 
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from Figure 3.21 that the potential distribution along the insulator string is more 
uniform for the laboratory model than that for the service model. 
Both models show a similar potential distribution with an average difference of 5%. 
The potential distribution differences for the first five critical insulator units, adjacent 
to the live end side were less than 3%. The differences are thought to originate from 
the conductor lengths and conductor sags, as well as the presence of the adjacent 
phases and the ground lines. 
Also, the models exhibited similar surface gradients with a maximum 3% and an 
average 2% differences for C-type corona rings. Figure 3.22 illustrates the maximum 
electric field gradients on the C-type corona ring surfaces for the laboratory and for 
the actual service conditions for a 100 kVrms line voltage. For the R-type corona 
rings, the differences between laboratory and service conditions were about 7-9%. 
 
Figure 3.22 : Maximum electric field strengths on the corona ring surface for 
C-type corona rings. 
The following summarizes the pre-simulation results: 
- 25 m and longer conductor lengths generate the same field gradients in the 
vicinity of insulator string, 
- The presence of adjacent phases increases the field gradients by approximately 
5%, 
- Existence of protection lines has no significant effect on the results, 
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- As the conductor sag increases, the field intensities around the insulators increase.  
According to the pre-simulation results, 50 m conductor lengths, three-phase 
energizations, and a 15 m of maximum conductor sag were determined as the 
reasonable values representing the actual service conditions more precisely, and were 
adopted as the reference parameters for the remaining AC optimization work. 
As explained in this section, the simulation program enables to define smooth 
cylindrical regions only by segments and cylinder radii. The segment option requires 
1D elements and decreases the number of unknowns, total computation times, and 
so, the memory requirements. A PC of Pentium-4, 2.4 GHz, 64 Bit Processing 
System, and 8 GB of RAM was used for all the 3D simulations. 
Several pre-simulations with different numbers of 2D and 1D elements were tested to 
acquire a reasonable accuracy and computation time. It can be seen from Figure 3.12 
that the full simulation service model is symmetric at x = 0 (yz-plane). Similarly, the 
symmetry option is also possible for the laboratory simulation model. y = 0 (xz-
plane) is the symmetry plane for the laboratory simulation model in Figure 20. Use 
of the symmetry option reduces the number of unknowns and total solution time. 
After testing many different element configurations, the 50000-2D triangular 
boundary elements for the surfaces and 6000-1D elements for the segments were 
found to be reasonable for the field distribution around the insulator string. Almost, 
300 computer models were numerically solved by the Coulomb software in an 
average computation time of four hours per simulation. 
3.1.6 Corona ring design under the AC voltage 
The simulations revealed that there were some critical regions in the vicinity of the 
live end side of the string, where the field strengths were much greater than the ones 
on the other sides of the system. Consequently, the optimization procedure was 
concentrated on these critical regions to minimize the associated maximum field 
strengths. The critical regions, designated by K, L, M, and N, are shown in Figures 
3.23 - 3.24. Since the corona inception voltages are related to the field distribution 
around the string, 3D simulations are used as a starting point of the investigations  
[69]. In the simulations, the insulator surfaces are assumed to be dry and clean.  
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Figure 3.23 : Critical regions of the string. 
 
 
Figure 3.24 : Emax density around the critical regions for the C-type ring (A = 
50 cm, B = 15 cm, D = 5 cm). 
The simulations were first performed for the strings without corona rings. 39.31, 
30.94 and 15.33 kVp/cm maximum field strengths were obtained for regions-L -M 
and N, respectively. The maximum field strengths for several design parameters are 
given in Figures 3.25-3.34 for the service model. 
Figure 3.25 and Figure 3.26 illustrate the Emax on corona ring surface (Region-K) 
versus the installation height. It is obvious that the increasing the diameter of the 
corona tube reduces the field strengths on the corona rings. Field reductions of 
  N 
K 
  L 
  M 
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almost 11% were obtained between the field results for 4cm and 5cm tube diameters. 
Figure 3.26 shows that the increase in parameter B results in a linear increase in Emax. 
 
Figure 3.25 : Emax on corona ring surface (A = 50 cm). 
 
 
Figure 3.26 : Emax on corona ring surface (D = 5 cm).  
Figure 3.27 and Figure 3.28 demonstrate the Emax on Region-L. It is clear that the 
Emax decreases by increasing the ring tube diameters. Up to an 8% reduction was 
observed for the transition of the tube diameter from 4 cm to 5 cm. However, Emax in 
terms of the installation height shows a minimum around B = 10-15 cm which can be 
considered to be an optimal value for the regional stress.  
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Figure 3.27 : Emax on Region-L (A = 50 cm). 
 
 
Figure 3.28 : Emax on Region-L (D = 5 cm). 
The maximum field strengths in Region-M are illustrated in Figure 3.29 and Figure 
3.30. Increasing the ring tube diameter decreases the fields in this region. A 
difference as high as 7% was seen between the tube diameter of 4 and 5 cm. Emax 
decreases with as the installation height increases as shown in Figure 3.30. However, 
the decreasing rate mitigated after the installation height of 10 cm - 20 cm. 20 cm, 
and higher installation heights do not bring a significant improvement in the field 
strengths of Region-M. 
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Figure 3.29 : Emax on Region-M (A = 50 cm). 
 
Figure 3.30 : Emax on Region-M (D = 5 cm). 
Finally, the Emax in Region-N are illustrated in Figure 3.31 and Figure 3.32. The 
effect of parameter D is denoted in Figure 3.30, and the field differences between 4 
and 5 cm of D are about 5%. As shown in Figure 3.32, the field strength decrease, for 
an increasing installation height, is more regular here. It is note worthy that, the Emax 
in this zone are considerably smaller than those of the other zones. However, 
laboratory tests showed that the visible corona discharges at the region began shortly 
after the visible corona inception at Regions-L and M. The discordance of the 
simulation results and the laboratory tests are primarily due to the simplified 
modeling of the cement-glass conjunction zone. 
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Figure 3.31 : Emax on Region-N (A = 50 cm). 
 
Figure 3.32 : Emax on Region-N (D = 5 cm). 
It is obvious from the previous illustrations that increasing the corona ring tube 
diameter decreases the Emax at all the critical zones. Among them, the corona ring 
surface field strength, Region-K, is more sensitive to the ring tube diameter than the 
other regions. Under normal conditions, the maximum electric field is expected to 
occur on corona ring surfaces. Otherwise, the grading devices cannot effectively 
control the electric field. However, for some corona ring design parameters, the Emax 
seems to occur at other critical regions rather than on the corona ring itself. The B = 
0 mounting height exemplifies this situation. Figure 3.33 shows the Emax values on 
the critical regions for the ring of 50 cm diameter. It is evident from the figure that 
the installation heights should be equal or higher than 10 cm for an effective field 
control. A 5 cm or greater B is required for the ring diameters of 40 cm, and the 
value of the B should be 15 cm for corona rings with 65 cm diameter for an effective 
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usage of the ring. Consequently, the value of B is dependent on the diameter of the 
corona ring, and the larger the corona ring diameters, the higher the installation 
heights for the proper dimensioning of the ring.  
 
Figure 3.33 : Emax versus installation height for a C-type ring    (A = 50 
cm, D = 5 cm). 
It is found that the corona tube diameter is also a vital design parameter, especially 
for the maximum field variation on the ring surface. As the corona tube diameter 
decreases, the lower mounting heights are sufficient for an effective field control. 
However, the corona rings with small tube diameter may produce their own corona 
discharge. Therefore, the Emax on the ring surface should not exceed the corona 
inception electric field for both the operating voltage and RIV measurement voltages. 
D < 4 cm is not reasonable because of the maximum field occurrence on the ring 
surface. Also, D > 5 cm may not be appropriate because of both larger B parameters 
for an effective field control and economic point of view.  
The electric field strengths at the critical regions of the strings equipped with R-type 
rings are reflected in Figure 3.34. The maximum field strengths on Region-K occur 
on the A5 arc segment for all the R-type rings. The electric field strengths at the 
critical regions are greater than those obtained for the C-type rings. R-type corona 
rings with larger A3 parameters display a better field regulation for Regions-L, M 
and N as shown in Figure 3.34 since increasing the A3 parameter results in a good 
coverage of the critical regions by the rings. The R5 type ring is the most suitable for 
providing the minimum field gradients. However, the maximum field strengths in 
Region-L and M are greater than the corresponding values on corona ring surfaces. 
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Therefore, none of the R-type rings provides an effective maximum field strength 
regulation. Although the R5 type ring, which is typically used with the string, 
satisfies the required both RIV (≤ 500 µV at 277 kVrms test voltage) a nd AC 
performances (1 minute AC withstand voltage ≥ 620 kVrms) as explained in the  next 
chapter, its field regulation effect needs to be further improved to use the ring more 
efficiently. 
 
Figure 3.34 : Emax on critical regions for R-type corona rings. 
In this thesis, similar simulations were performed for the laboratory model. Smooth 
aluminium tubes of 11m in length and a 35 mm diameter are positioned parallel to 
the laboratory floor to simulate the power lines. The field strengths for the laboratory 
model are found to be less than the corresponding field strengths of the service 
model. The Emax differences for C-type rings between the service model and the 
laboratory model for regions K, L, M and N, are increased by the 3.5, 6.0, 5.5, and 
5%, respectively. In addition, similar field differences are obtained for the R-type 
rings except for the region-K, which produced 7% difference. 
The potential distributions along the insulator string were also obtained for all corona 
ring models. The potential values across the first six critical insulator units were 
evaluated for various corona ring settings. Figure 3.35 and Figure 3.36 indicate the 
percentage of the potential shares across the six critical units near the live end side 
for the strings equipped with C-type corona rings. The effects of parameter B and A 
on the potential distribution are shown in Figure 3.35 and Figure 3.36, respectively. 
For the first two insulator units, the corona rings with higher installation heights 
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display fewer potential shares across the units. The situation is reversed for the 3-6 
insulator units. 
 
Figure 3.35 : Percentage potential values across the critical units ( A= 50 cm, 
D = 5 cm). 
 
Figure 3.36 : Percentage potential values across the critical units (B = 0). 
It is clear from the Figure 3.36 that the corona rings with larger ring diameters 
generate less potential values on the critical insulator units. The potential shares 
across the first two insulator units decreases with the usage of the corona rings. 
Although the higher corona ring installation heights improve the potential 
distributions around the critical insulator units, such heights are not preferred, since 
they decrease the dry arc distance along the insulator string, along the corona ring 
and up-side tower profile. The potential values for the R-type corona rings shown in 
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Figure 3.37. The minimum potential values across the first two units are obtained for 
the R-5 type corona ring. The potentials on the 3-6 insulator units do not show 
remarkable changes for the different R-type ring settings. 
 
Figure 3.37 : Percentage potential values across the critical units ( R-type 
corona rings). 
3.1.7 Summary 
The following is a summary of the overall simulation results, which are related to 
electric field and potential distributions around the insulator strings. 
Besides the known parameters, the effects of the conductor sags and the existence of 
ground wires on the field distributions are investigated for more applicable 
simulations. 
The maximum field strengths at the critical regions decrease as the diameters of the 
corona ring tube increase. A maximum field reduction of 11% is obtained for 
Region-K and a minimum one of 5% is attained for Region-N. 
Increasing the installation (mounting) heights increases the maximum field strengths 
at Region-K but decreases them at Region-M, and-N. The Emax at Region-L exhibits 
a minimum where B = 10-15 cm for the mounting height. 
The corona rings with small diameters indicate a better field regulations at the critical 
regions for B = 5-15 cm installation heights. 
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An effective field control at the critical regions is relevant to the corona ring 
diameter, corona tube diameter, and mounting heights. Although at least 5cm of B is 
reasonable for 40cm corona ring diameter, a minimum 15 cm of B is required for the 
ring with a 65 cm diameter for proper dimensioning. The smaller the corona tube 
diameter, the lower the mounting height. The Emax on the ring surface limits the 
minimum value of the tube diameter. 
For the R-type corona rings, the small A1 and large A3 parameters provide larger 
field reductions at the critical Regions-L,-M and-N.  
The maximum field strengths in the critical regions are greater for the R-type ring 
than for the C-type rings. 
The potential values across the critical units are sensitive to the corona ring settings. 
For the C-type corona ring models, less potential sharing across the first two critical 
units is obtained for a mounting location of B = 25 cm. Typically, the bigger 
parameter B is, the less the potential values across the first two units.  
As the corona ring diameter increases, the voltage sharing across the critical units 
decreases. The worst case from the perspective of the voltage distribution is the 
string without a corona ring. Corona ring usage results in 15-20% decrease in the 
potential sharing across the first insulator unit, the most critical one. 
For the R-type corona rings, the best performance is obtained with an R-5 type 
corona ring model. 
3.2 Field Distributions in a Polluted String for AC and Transient Conditions 
In this study, AC and transient (lightning impulse and switching impulse) electric 
field distributions along a 380 kV V-string of glass cap-and-pin insulators are 
investigated for clean and polluted insulator surfaces. The transmission tower, 
conductors and insulators are modeled in 3D. COMSOL 4.2 [70], Finite Element 
Method, FEM, based software, is used for simulations. The pollution layer is 
modeled by a conductive layer of 2 mm uniform thickness on the insulator surfaces. 
The conductivity of the pollution layer is varied from 10-8 S/m to 1 S/m, and 
permittivity of the layer is assumed to be 81. Clean, fully polluted and partially 
polluted cases are taken into consideration. The effects of corona rings on the field 
distribution are investigated. 
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3.2.1 Model parameters 
Figure 3.38 illustrates the modeling of clean and polluted suspension insulators. 
Fully polluted (Figure 3.38b) and partially polluted conditions (Figure 3.38c, 3.38d), 
are considered in the study. The pollution layer is assumed to be uniform and of 2 
mm thickness. The 3D simulation model including the tower and the conductors are 
given in Figure 3.12. The simulations were only conducted for the center phase of 
the tower. The outer phases are not included in the simulations because of the 
computational limitations. 50 m long, triple-bundle conductors positioned parallel to 
the earth surface are used in the model. A full-scale tower model (single volume) and 
a large enough surrounding box are included in the 3D model.  
 
  
(a) (b) 
 
  
(c) (d) 
Figure 3.38 : Modeling of insulator pollution in: (a) clean; (b) fully polluted; 
(c) upper surface pollution; and, (d) bottom surface pollution.  
 
The electric field and potential distributions are obtained along the creepage path of 
the insulator string as shown in Figure 3.39a. Figure 3.39b shows the insulator string 
equipped with a toroid corona ring. A and B represent the corona ring diameter and 
corona ring installation height, respectively.  
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(a) (b) 
Figure 3.39 : Field simulation studies along the creepage path in (a) and 
corona ring design parameters in (b).  
The following corona ring models were used in the simulations.  
A = 50 cm, B = 0 
A = 50 cm, B = 10 cm 
A = 50 cm, B = 20 cm 
A = 55 cm, B = 0 
A = 55 cm, B = 10 cm 
A = 55 cm, B = 20 cm 
 
Figure 3.40 : Mesh of the problem. 
Nearly 2x106 finite elements (triangular and tetrahedral) are used for discretization of 
the model. An AMD-processor, 2.8 GHz, 64 bit operating system with 8 GB of RAM 
is used in the simulations. 
100 kVpeak voltage is applied to the transmission lines, corona rings, yoke plate and 
the pin of the first line side insulators while the transmission tower, cap of the last 
insulator units and additional metal links between last insulator units and tower 
A 
B 
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structure are grounded. Potentials of the metal parts of the remaining insulator units 
are considered to be floating. All the calculated electric field strengths are expressed 
in peak values, kVpeak/cm. The relative permittivity of the glass shell and uniform 
pollution layer are assumed to be 4.2 and 81, respectively. The conductivity of 
pollution layer is varied from 10-8 S/m to 1 S/m. The cement grout of the glass 
insulator is assumed as a semiconductor, and its conductivity is assigned to be 10 -4 
S/m. 
3.2.2 2D and 3D pre-simulations  
Some pre-simulations studies were conducted by using 2D insulator models for AC 
and impulse voltages. Double exponential functions and equivalent sinusoidal 
voltages were used to represent the impulse voltages. Figure 3.41 illustrates the 20-
unit insulator string in 2D axi-symmetrical model. 
  
Figure 3.41 : 20 unit insulator string in 2D axi-symmetrical model. 
LI and SI voltages can mathematically be described with a double exponential 
equation (1) with the constants Uo, T1 and T2 shown in Table 3.2. 
    (3.1) 
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Table 3.2 : Impulse voltage parameters. 
Impulse Voltage Uo (V) T2 (µs) T1(µs) 
LI (1.2/50 µs) 103.71 0.405 68.5 
SI (250/2500 µs) 110.43 62.48 3155.02 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 3.42 : AC and transient voltage distributions along the insulator string 
for clean condition (a) 3D simulation model (b) 2D simulation 
model. 
In addition, 1.3 kHz and 320 kHz equivalent frequency sinusoidal voltages are used  
to simulate switching impulse voltages and lightning impulse voltages, respectively 
[40]. Figure 3.42 shows the AC and transient voltage distributions along the insulator 
string for 3D and 2D simulation models under the clean conditions. Impulse voltage 
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distributions in Figure 3.42 represent the peak voltage distributions, which 
correspond to 2 μs for lightning and 250 μs for switching impulse voltages.  
Figure 3.43 illustrates the 2D transient voltage distributions along the string for the 
impulse voltages, represented by double exponential functions and equivalent 
sinusoidal frequencies. It is evident that the AC and impulse field distributions are 
almost the same when the insulators are clean. Moreover, the double exponential and 
the equivalent frequency approach create the similar field distributions for clean 
condition. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 3.43 : Transient voltage distributions along the insulator string for 
clean condition (a) 2D model-LI (b) 2D model-SI. 
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Figure 3.44 and Figure 3.45 show the impulse field distribution along the 2D 
insulator string for fully polluted conditions. It is clear from the figures that 
equivalent sinusoidal frequencies can be used to some extent to represent the impulse 
voltages with double exponential functions. Adding thin pollution layer to the 
insulator surfaces results in using a lot of finite element to discritize the thin layer. 
Therefore, it is very time consuming to use double exponential functions to simulate 
impulse voltages for polluted conditions.  
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 3.44 : LI voltage distributions along the 2D insulator string for fully 
polluted condition (a) σ = 10-1 S/m (b) σ = 1 S/m pollution 
conductivity. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 3.45 : SI voltage distributions along the 2D insulator string for fully 
polluted condition (a) σ = 10-3 S/m (b) σ = 10-2 S/m pollution 
conductivity. 
Impulse voltages will be simulated by their equivalent sinusoidal voltages in the rest 
of the simulation studies. 
3.2.3 3D AC simulations  
In this part, alternating voltage simulations are conducted for clean and polluted 
insulators at 50 Hz, 100 kVpeak test voltage. The potential distribution along the 
insulator string is not linear due to the line and ground stray capacitances. More 
voltage is shared across the insulators at the line side. Figure 3.46 shows the potential 
and electric field distributions around the string for clean condition.  
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 3.46 : (a) Potential distribution of the string (b) Electric field 
distribution of the string. 
Figure 3.47 shows the electric field distribution along the creepage path of a clean 
string. Simulation results show that the maximum electric field strengths occur at the 
cement- insulator-air triple junction around the pin side of the insulators in clean 
condition. 
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(b) 
Figure 3.47 : (a) Potential distribution along the string (b) Electric field 
distribution along the string. 
Figures 3.48 and 3.49 illustrate the potential distributions along the creepage path of 
the string under full pollution, upper pollution and bottom pollution cases. It is clear 
from Figure 3.48 (a) that increasing conductivity levels result in a more linear 
potential distribution along the string. For the full pollution case, 10-4 S/m and 
greater conductivity generates the same potential distribution along the string. 
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(b) 
Figure 3.48 : (a) Potential distribution along the creepage path of a fully 
polluted string (b) Potential distribution along the creepage 
path of a fully polluted string. 
 
 
Figure 3.49 : Potential distribution along the creepage path of the string 
whose bottom side is polluted. 
For the upper pollution case, the potential distribution along the string is very similar 
to the clean case. In this case, the potential distribution does not show significant 
changes for conductivity greater than 10-6 S/m. The bottom pollution case has also 
limited effect on the potential distribution. 10-5 S/m and higher conductivity levels 
show the same potential distribution along the string.  
Electric field distributions along the creepage path are given in Figure 3.50 for 
different pollution cases. The electric field distribution along the creepage path of 
each insulator is nearly the same for a fully polluted string. Maximum field strength 
along the creepage path does not occur at the triple junction parts; instead, it may 
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occur at the outer part of the glass shell. Upper pollution case shows a limited effect 
on the electric field distribution, and the maximum field strength occurs at the 
cement-glass-air junction, as described for the clean condition. For the bottom 
pollution case, the maximum electric field strength shifts to the cap-glass-air triple 
junction on the cap side of the insulator. Detailed electric field variations around the 
first insulator creepage path are given in Figure 3.50 (b) for different pollution 
conditions. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 3.50 : (a) Electric field distribution along the creepage path of the 
string (b) Electric field distribution along the creepage path of 
the first insulator unit (σ = 10-4 S/m). 
3.2.4 3D impulse simulations 
In this study, lightning and switching impulse voltages are approximated by 
sinusoidal equivalent voltages. 1.3 kHz and 320 kHz sinusoidal voltages are used to 
simulate switching impulse voltages and lightning impulse voltages, respectively 
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[40]. Similar electric field investigations as described for power frequency voltage 
simulations are conducted under lightning and switching impulse voltages. Figure 
3.51 and Figure 3.52 illustrate the potential distributions along the creepage path of 
the fully polluted string for switching impulse and lightning impulse surges, 
respectively. It is clear from Figure 3.51 that 10-2 S/m and higher pollution 
conductivities generate the same potential distribution for switching impulse 
voltages. For lightning impulse voltages, 1.0 S/m and higher conductivities give the 
same potential distribution. Potential distributions for bottom surface pollution and 
upper surface pollution conditions show similar behaviors as described in alternating 
voltage simulations, and will not be reported here.  
 
Figure 3.51 : Potential distributions along the creepage path of fully polluted 
string for SI voltage. 
 
Figure 3.52 : Potential distributions along the creepage path of fully polluted 
string for LI voltage. 
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Under pollution-free conditions, the potential and electric field distributions around 
the insulator string for AC voltages and switching impulse voltages are the same for 
the specified conductivity of the cement filling. However, there are some differences 
between AC and lightning impulse voltage distributions results due to the 
conductivity of the cement. Figure 3.53 shows the electric field distribution along the 
insulator string under lightning impulse voltages. The electrical field values are 
smaller than those for AC for the clean case. The simulation results show that, for the 
clean conditions, if the conductivity of the cement is equal or higher than 10 -2 S/m, 
lightning impulse field distributions results will be similar to those of the AC and 
switching impulse voltages. 
 
Figure 3.53 : Electric field distribution along the creepage path of a clean 
string for LI voltage. 
3.2.5 Effects of the corona rings  
The simulation studies for various corona ring models were only conducted for 
power frequency voltage. It was mentioned that, for example the fully polluted case, 
field results for σ ≥ 10-4 S/m under AC voltage is similar to that for σ ≥ 10-2 S/m 
under switching impulse, and σ ≥ 1 S/m under lightning impulse voltage. Field 
results for impulse voltages will not be reproduced. Table 3.3 shows the maximum 
field strength on the corona ring surface for clean conditions. Increasing the 
installation height of corona rings results in an increase in the maximum field on the 
corona ring surface. 
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Table 3.3 : Maximum electric field strengths (kVpeak/cm) on the corona ring 
surfaces. 
Corona ring model (A/B) Clean condition 
50/0 4.66 
50/10 5.09 
50/20 5.50 
55/0 4.71 
55/10 5.09 
55/20 5.44 
 
Table 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6 show the maximum field strengths on the corona ring surface 
for different pollution conductivity and different pollution cases. It is evident from 
the tables that upper polluted and bottom polluted conditions have limited effects on 
the electric fields values on the corona ring surfaces. However, for fully polluted 
condition, increasing conductivity levels decreases the maximum field strengths on 
the corona ring surfaces. 
Table 3.4 : Maximum electric field strengths (kVpeak/cm) on the corona ring 
surfaces (σ = 10-4  S/m). 
Corona Ring 
Model (A/B) 
Fully polluted Upper polluted Bottom polluted 
50/0 3.87 4.71 4.23 
50/10 4.30 5.14 4.76 
50/20 4.75 5.57 5.22 
55/0 4.00 4.76 4.34 
55/10 4.35 5.15 4.80 
55/20 4.76 5.50 5.18 
 
Table 3.5 : Maximum electric field strengths (kVpeak/cm) on the corona ring 
surfaces (σ = 10-5 S/m). 
Corona Ring 
Model (A/B) 
Fully polluted Upper polluted Bottom polluted 
50/0 4.40 4.71 4.25 
50/10 4.88 5.14 4.77 
50/20 5.38 5.57 5.24 
55/0 4.45 4.74 4.36 
55/10 4.89 5.15 4.80 
55/20 5.31 5.50 5.20 
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Table 3.6 : Maximum electric field strengths (kVpeak/cm) on the corona ring 
surfaces (σ = 10-6  S/m). 
Corona Ring 
Model (A/B) 
Fully polluted Upper polluted Bottom polluted 
50/0 4.60 4.70 4.54 
50/10 5.06 5.14 4.99 
50/20 5.50 5.57 5.24 
55/0 4.66 4.73 4.61 
55/10 5.06 5.13 5.02 
55/20 5.44 5.50 5.38 
 
Figures 3.54, 3.55 and 3.56 illustrate the potential distributions for upper polluted, 
bottom polluted and fully polluted conditions, respectively. For all cases, corona 
rings with larger installation heights show more linear potential distributions.  
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 3.54 : Potential distribution along the string for upper polluted 
condition (a) σ = 10-6 S/m (b) σ = 10-4 S/m. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 3.55 : Potential distribution along the string for bottom polluted 
condition (a) σ = 10-6 S/m (b) σ = 10-4 S/m. 
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(b) 
Figure 3.56 : Potential distribution along the string for fully polluted 
condition (a) σ = 10-6 S/m (b) σ = 10-4 S/m. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 3.57 : Electric field distribution along the string for upper polluted 
condition (a) σ = 10-6 S/m (b) σ = 10-4 S/m. 
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Figure 3.57 shows the electric field distribution along the string for upper polluted 
condition for different corona ring models. Corona rings having longer installation 
heights show better electric field distributions for polluted conditions.  
3.2.6 Conclusions 
In this study, AC and transient electric field distributions around a 380 kV 90o V-
string insulator are determined both for the clean and for the polluted conditions. The 
tower and the conductors are considered in 3D simulations. The pollution layer is 
assumed to be uniform having a 2 mm thickness. The equivalent sinusoidal voltages 
are used to simulate the transient surges. Simulation results show that potential 
distribution is not linear, and electric field is not uniform along the string for the 
clean condition. In this case, the maximum electric field occurs at cement-glass-air 
triple junction around the insulator pin. For a high cement conductivity (e.g. 10 -2 
S/m), AC and transient field distributions are the same for clean conditions. Under 
polluted insulator conditions, the field distribution is dependent both on the type of 
the voltage and on the severity of the pollution. For fully pollution case, increasing 
the pollution conductivity gives linear potential distribution and more uniform field 
distribution along the string. The simulations show that for the full pollution case,  
10-4 S/m and higher, 10-2 S/m and higher and 1.0 S/m and higher, pollution 
conductivity levels give the same field results along the string for AC , switching 
impulse and lightning impulse voltages, respectively. Upper pollution and lower 
pollution cases have limited effects on the potential distributions. The maximum 
electric field strengths shift to the triple junction around the cap side under the 
bottom pollution case. The upper pollution case does not show any significant 
difference in the electric field distribution along the string. Corona rings with longer 
installation heights exhibit better electric field and more linear potential distributions 
for polluted conditions. Partially polluted conditions have limited effect on the 
electric field values on the corona ring surfaces.  
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4.  EXPERIMENTAL-BASED CORONA RING DESIGN FOR 380 kV V-
GLASS INSULATOR STRINGS 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the proposed corona ring optimization for a 380 kV V-insulator 
string, composed of glass insulator units under experimental based studies. Indoor 
laboratory tests were conducted at the ITU Electrical and Electronics Engineering 
Faculty, Fuat Külünk High Voltage Laboratory. The centre phase of a full-scaled 
tower was choosen for the studies. The experiments were divided into two sections: 
alternating voltage investigations and impulse voltage investigations.  
The alternating voltage tests involved the AC flashover and the RIV performance of 
the string that equipped with R-type and C-type corona ring models. The effects of 
the corona ring diameter and corona ring installation heights on AC flashover and 
RIV performances were determined. The appropriate corona ring design parameters 
were established for the minimum interference levels, AC flashover performance and 
economic cost. 
The impulse voltage tests included the lightning impulse and switching impulse 
voltages with standard wave shapes. The withstand voltages, small flashover 
probability levels, flashover routes, and time to flashovers were measured under dry 
and wet test conditions. The R-type and C-type corona ring models were selected for 
the impulse voltage investigations. The effects of the corona ring design parameters 
on the impulse withstand/flashover performance of the string were assessed and 
reasonable corona ring design parameters were found. 
Figure 4.1 shows the basic dimensions of the transmission tower, used in the 380 kV 
transmission systems. It carries 3x1272 MCM pheasant conductors of 35 mm in 
diameter (triple bundle with bundle diameter of 500 mm) and ground wires of Ø10 
mm. Each branch of the V-insulator string consists of 20-cap -and-pin type 
toughened glass insulators, whose detailed dimensions were given in the previous 
section. 
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Figure 4.1 : Basic dimensions of a 380 kV transmission tower and glass 
insulator unit. 
Figure 4.2 denotes the 380 kV 90-degree V-insulator string, equipped with the R-
type and C-type corona rings in Figure 4.2 (a) and Figure 4.2 (b), respectively. 
Detailed corona ring design parameters were illustrated in the simulation studies. 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 4.2 : 380 kV V-insulator string equipped with (a) R-type corona ring 
and (b) C-type corona ring. 
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4.2 Corona Ring Design and Optimization for AC Voltages 
Recent papers, regarding corona ring optimization, have presented only 2D [6] and 
3D [45] computer simulations, especially for vertically mounted insulator strings. 
However, effects of the grading rings and their design parameters on the AC and RIV 
performance of the V-insulator string have not been sufficiently evaluated 
experimentally so far. Moreover, there is not an even one compact optimization 
effort, so far, to combine the simulations and laboratory tests for corona ring 
optimization for AC excitations. Consequently, in this thesis, the purpose of this 
study is to optimize the geometrical dimensions and installation locations of corona 
rings of V- insulator strings for indoor laboratory tests under AC voltages. The V-
insulator string under investigation is used in the 380 kV Turkish National Power 
Transmission System, comprising 20 unit cap-and-pin type glass insulator units. The 
studies were carried out on two different types of grading devices: Racket type, (R-
type) and circular type, (C-type) grading devices. 
The indoor laboratory tests were performed at the Fuat Külünk High Voltage 
Laboratory of Istanbul Technical University. The laboratory model was constructed 
for the central phase of the system viewed as the worst one in terms of the voltage 
distribution and maximum field strength. RIV levels, visible corona inception 
voltages and AC flashover voltages were determined for different ring design 
parameters. Flashover routes were also recorded to achieve fair conclusions. 
The RIV, corona inception and AC flashover voltage tests were conducted for the 
experimental corona ring optimization and verification of the simulation results. In 
the literature, the effects of R-type and some C-type rings with respect to the impulse 
performance of the 380 kV V-string have been investigated [71-72]. The main 
laboratory hall has a floor area of 25 m x 35 m and ceiling height of 22 m. A 1200 
kVrms, 50 Hz, 1000 kVA cascaded test transformer was used for the laboratory tests. 
The tests were performed in an actual tower window, representing the central phase, 
as shown in Figure 3. 
The equivalent test circuit of the RIV and AC flashover tests is shown in Figure 4.4 
and Figure 4.5, respectively. The RIV measurements were performed, according to 
the IEC standard [73]. 
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(a) 
 
 
(b) 
Figure 4.3 : (a) General view of the AC experimantal test setup and (b) close 
view of the 380 kV 90 degree V-insulator string, composed of 
glass insulator units. 
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Figure 4.4 : Test circuit for the RIV measurement. 
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Figure 4.5 : Test circuit for the AC flashover voltage. 
No solely analytical methods exist to predict the electromagnetic noise, since the 
predicting interference requires some experimentally determined functions [74]. 
However, several empirical and semi-empirical methods for evaluating RI voltages 
for the transmission lines have been proposed in the literature. Typically, bundle 
geometry, sub-conductor diameters, and maximum conductor surface gradients are 
included to determine the interference levels [74]. Besides the transmission lines 
with known geometries and dimensions, interferences from the insulator units have 
also been studied. The source and the level of the interferences caused by pin and 
post insulators have been reported [75]. 
In order to obtain comparative results for the tested grading devices, RIV 
measurements were performed in a very limited time interval, since the RI voltages 
are so sensitive to weather conditions [3, 74]. The RIV tests were conducted at the 
[13.0-16.3] oC temperature range and [1009-1017] mbar atmospheric pressure levels. 
The background noise level was 12-25 µV/150 Ω up to 350 kVrms test voltages.  
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The RIV levels, related to the applied voltages for C-type grading devices, are 
illustrated in Figure 4.6. Comparisons of the RIV levels at 277 kVrms for the six 
different C-type rings are shown in Figure 4.7. The RIV levels at 277 kVrms for the 
C-type rings yield the lowest values for an installation distance of B = 15 cm. The 
highest RIV levels are obtained for the rings installed at B = 0 cm. 
 
Figure 4.6 : RIV test result for C-type corona rings(A = 55 cm, D = 5 cm). 
 
Figure 4.7 : RIV levels at a 277 kV voltage for two circle type rings (D = 
5 cm). 
In view of the field strength simulation results, this result is principally due to the 
highest field strengths on Region-L and M. The lowest RIV levels at B = 15 cm 
show that there is a balance in the field strengths in several critical regions, that is, 
the field strengths on corona ring surface gets greater than the ones on the other 
regions and becomes the dominant one, determining the RIV level of the system. 
Beyond this point, the RIV levels rise as the installation heights rise. This can be 
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explained by the increasing field strengths on the corona ring surfaces with the 
increasing installation heights as explained in the simulation-based corona ring 
design. There is a good agreement the measured RIV levels and the maximum field 
strength simulations for the C-type rings. Figure 4.8 shows the interference levels 
with and without the corona ring, given in the logarithmic scale. Corona ring usage 
provides a significant interference reduction. The RIV levels for the R-type rings are 
shown in Figure 4.9. The minimum interference levels, obtained for the R5 type 
corona ring, also satisfy the RIV limit value. This agrees with the simulation results, 
where the R5 type corona ring was found to show the minimum Emax values at the 
critical regions. 
 
Figure 4.8 : Effects of corona ring on RIV performance.  
 
Figure 4.9 : RIV results for R-type corona rings. 
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surface for the strings where the corona rings are installed at B = 0 cm mounting 
heights. Furthermore, the initial visible discharges were first observed in Region-K 
for B = 15cm and B = 25cm heights. Visible corona onset voltages on the ring 
surfaces for A = 50 cm/ B = 0cm, A= 50 cm / B = 15 cm and A = 50 cm / B = 25 cm 
settings were found to be 445 kVrms, 425 kVrms, and 385 kVrms, respectively. The 
inception voltages for the strings without the corona rings were 240 kVrms, 240 kVrms 
and 260 kVrms for Region-L, M and N, respectively. Figure 10 shows the visible 
corona discharges on the C-type corona rings. As explained in the simulation studies, 
the maximum electric field strengths on the C-type corona rings occurred in Region-
K. In addition, the experimental results demonstrated that the first visible corona 
discharges occur on Region-K, as shown in Figure 4.10, that is, there is a good 
concordance between the simulation field results and experimental visible corona 
discharge studies. 
 
Figure 4.10 : Visible corona discharges on the C-type corona ring. 
Similar tests were performed for the R-type grading rings. Visible corona onset 
voltages were found to be 400 kVrms, 420 kVrms, 430 kVrms, 420 kVrms, and 415 kVrms 
for the R1, 2, 3, 4 and R5 type rings, respectively. Visible corona discharges were 
initiated on Region-L and M, and subsequently, on the corona ring surface. These 
observations are in good agreement with the simulation results, where the maximum 
field strengths were found to be on Regions-L and M. Visible corona discharges on 
Region-K 
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the R-type corona ring are demonstrated in Figure 4.11. The maximum electric field 
strengths on the R-type corona rings were also verified by the simulation studies. 
 
Figure 4.11 : Visible corona discharges on the R-type corona ring. 
Finally, the AC flashover voltage tests for each corona ring model were conducted to 
see the parameter effects on the AC performance. The tests are performed at [23.7-
26.8] oC temperature range, and [1010-1018.5] mbar atmospheric pressure intervals. 
All the flashover voltages were corrected to normal atmospheric conditions.  
The clearances for the C-type ring of 50 cm diameter representative ring are 
illustrated in Figure 4.12. The maximum arc distance reductions for the C-type 
grading ring are 11%, 11% and 8% along the up-tower, side-tower and insulator 
string, respectively. It is obvious that these reductions increase as the ring diameters 
increase. 
Visible 
corona 
discharge 
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Figure 4.12 : Variation of arc distances for C-type rings (A = 50 cm, D = 
5 cm). 
Five consecutive voltages were applied to the string to initiate the flashover. The dry 
flashover voltage level of the string without corona ring case is about 850 kVrms. 
The flashover voltages for the C-type rings with 50 cm, 55cm and 60 cm ring 
diameters are reported in Figure 4.13. It is clear that, as the corona ring diameter 
increases, the AC flashover performance of the string decreases. The flashover 
voltages decrease 8%-11% where B = 0 case, 12%-14 % where B = 15cm case and 
14%-17% where B = 25cm. Increasing both the corona ring diameter and installation 
height decreases the AC flashover voltage levels of the string.  
 
Figure 4.13 : AC flashover voltages for C-type rings (D = 5 cm). 
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The tests revealed that, the usage of the corona rings reduced the AC flashover 
voltage levels more than the reductions of the dry arc distances. Therefore, the AC 
flashover voltage levels of the string limit corona ring design parameters. Corona 
rings with smaller ring diameters, installed near the live end (smaller B), provide 
better AC flashover voltage levels. The flashovers occurred either along up or side-
tower directions where B = 0 case. However, some flashovers were observed along 
the insulator surface for the strings equipped with the C-type corona rings, where B = 
15 cm and B = 25 cm. 
Also, similar AC tests were performed for the R-type grading devices. The variation 
of clearances under the different R-type rings is represented in Figure 4.14. The R-
type rings are responsible for clearance reductions of almost 6% along the up-tower, 
1.5% along side-tower and < 1% along insulator string. 
 
Figure 4.14 : Variation of arc distances for R-type rings. 
The AC flashover voltages were measured to be 780, 765, 780, 775 and 780 kVrms 
for the R1, R2, R3, R4, and R5 type rings, respectively. The most of the flashovers 
took place in the up-tower directions. However, some side-tower flashovers were 
observed for the R4 and R5 type rings which have larger A3 parameters. An example 
of the up-tower and side-tower flashovers for the R-type ring is illustrated in Figure 
4.15 and Figure 4.16, respectively. 
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Figure 4.15 : Up-tower flashover in a string equipped with R-type ring. 
 
Figure 4.16 : Side-tower flashover in a string equipped with R-type ring. 
The R-type rings reduce the AC flashover voltages by as much as 10%, which is also 
greater than the clearance reductions caused by the rings.  
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4.2.1 Summary 
In this section, the corona ring optimization summarized with respect to the corona 
inception voltages, RIV levels, and AC flashover voltage levels: 
The RIV levels are dependent on the geometry and on the location of the grading 
devices. The rings installed at the live end side (B = 0 cm) appear to be infeasible 
because of the higher RIV levels and high electric field strengths.  
The laboratory tests proved that the C-type corona rings, installed where B = 15cm, 
provide the minimum RIV levels, which were stated in section for the simulations. 
Therefore B = 10-15 cm range is the optimum installation height for the strings from 
the RIV performance point of view. 
A3 is a critical parameter for the R-type ring from the perspective of the RIV 
performance. The corona rings with larger A3 parameter exhibit a better RIV 
performance.  
The AC flashover performance of the string is strongly dependent on the ring 
settings. A decrease in the arc distance causes an additional decrease in the AC 
performance. Parameter B is the dominant factor, affecting the AC flashover levels. 
When the RIV levels and AC flashover voltages are considered together, using the 
corona rings where the installation heights are greater than 15 cm, decreases both the 
RIV and AC performance further. 
The corona rings with the ring diameters of 40 cm or less are not feasible because of 
constructional problems. Although the larger corona rings provide better RIV 
performances, the rings result in additional AC voltage reductions. Therefore, the 
corona rings with the ring diameter of 50-55 cm are preferred in terms of the AC 
performance and economic point of views. 
4.3 Corona Ring Design and Optimization for Impulse Voltages 
4.3.1 Introduction 
This section presents the influence of corona rings on the impulse withstand 
performance of 380 kV V-insulator strings. These strings, comprising cap-and-pin 
type glass insulator units, are one of the most common configurations in the Turkish 
National Power Transmission System. Laboratory tests were performed to 
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investigate the lightning and switching impulse performances of the strings, equipped 
with the existing racket type corona rings and circular type corona rings. The 
withstand voltages, lower flashover probability levels, flashover routes, and time to 
flashover were determined under dry and wet test conditions.  
There are several experimental studies regarding the lightning and switching impulse 
flashover characteristics of long insulator strings and large air gaps [49, 52, 56-57, 
59-60, 62-64, 71-72]. In addition, the efforts for simulated or full-scaled tower [60], 
string location (outer phase or central phase) [56, 59-60], voltage application side 
(either from the tower side or line side) [63, 65] have been analyzed generally at 
outdoor test facilities. However, no remarkable effort, regarding corona rings and 
their impacts on the impulse withstand performance of a string, has been made so far. 
Corona ring optimization under the AC voltages for the 380 kV V-insulator string 
has been introduced in the previous chapter. The influence of the corona ring 
parameters was determined with respect to the 3D AC simulations and laboratory 
tests. Since the initial motivation behind this study was the temporary outages 
resulting from transient flashovers, this chapter is devoted to the efficacies of corona 
rings on the impulse voltage performance of the string.  
Therefore, indoor laboratory tests were performed with lightning impulse (LI), 
switching impulse (SI), and power frequency excitations under dry and wet test 
conditions. Five existing racket type, R-type, corona rings and ten circular type, C-
type, corona rings were compared by experimental and simulation studies. A 
laboratory test setup was constructed for the centre phase of a full-scaled self-
supporting tower, described previously in the AC experimental studies. First, the 
strings were subjected to some preliminary tests, and the number of test cases was 
reduced by eliminating some of the grading devices. The positive and negative LI 
and positive SI withstand voltage levels, lower flashover probability levels, flashover 
routes, and times to flashovers were then determined for the strings equipped with 
the remaining corona rings. The tests were performed for three different string 
configurations: 20 insulator units, 22 insulator units, and 20 insulator units with 
longer ground links to the tower. 
In addition to the tests, the 3D field simulation results of the previous chapter were 
used to verify the experimental results. 
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4.3.2 Test setup, tested strings, arc distances, and flashover directions 
Laboratory tests were carried out for three different string arrangements: 
- 90o V-insulator string with 20 insulator units,  
- 90o V-insulator string with 22 insulator units,  
- 90o V-insulator string with 20 insulator units and longer ground links to the tower.  
A string, consisting 20 insulator units with a longer ground link is constructed by 
inserting a ground auxiliary apparatus whose length is two insulator units. Therefore, 
this string configuration and the string with 22 insulator units have the same air 
clearances along the vertical and horizontal sides. Figure 4.17 shows the probable 
flashover paths in a V-insulator string. 
 
Figure 4.17 : Flashover paths on a V-insulator string. 
Flashovers can occur along the vertical side (V-side) between the corona ring and up-
tower, along the horizontal side (H-side) between the corona ring and side-tower, and 
finally, along the insulator string (I-side). The minimum arcing distances of the string 
with 20 insulator units of R-type and C-type rings were illustrated previously. W0 
represents the strings without corona ring.  
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(a) 
 
 
(b) 
Figure 4.18 : Minimum arcing distances for the string with 20 insulator units 
(a) R-type rings and (b) C-type rings. 
The R-type rings have no significant effects on the arcing distance along the insulator 
string. However, the arcing distances along the string decrease by as much as 7.5% 
for some C-type rings (C5-C10). The V-side clearances are reduced by 6% and 12% 
for the R-type rings and C-type rings, respectively. Finally, the H-side clearances are 
reduced by 2% and 12% for the R-type and C-type rings, respectively. It is clear 
from this discussion that the clearances are more sensitive to C-type rings, where 
larger A and B values result in large clearance reductions. 
The arcing distances along the V-, H- and I-sides for the string with 22 insulator 
units are approximately 15%, 2.5% and 10% greater than the distances of the 
corresponding ones of the 20 insulator units, respectively. 
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Indoor laboratory tests were conducted at the Fuat Külünk High Voltage Laboratory 
of Istanbul Technical University by using the test setup, described in Figure 4.19. 
According to failure records of V-insulator strings, most of the transient flashovers 
occurred on the centre phase of the string. Experimental studies have also indicated 
that the impulse voltage performance of the side phases were better than that of the 
centre one [56, 60]. Therefore, the laboratory test setup in Figure 4.19 was 
constructed in accordance with the actual service conditions of the centre phase of 
the tower. 
 
Figure 4.19 : Laboratory test setup for impulse voltages. 
The power transmission lines, simulated by 11 m, triple-bundled smooth aluminium 
conductors with a diameter of 35 mm were positioned parallel to the laboratory floor. 
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Toroidal terminations with a diameter of 650 mm (tube diameter of 60 mm) were 
placed at both ends of the simulated power lines to eliminate the terminal effects. A 
15 kN counterforce was applied through a fiber-glass rode to keep the string under a 
reasonable tension. 
A 3.6 MV, 180 kJ impulse voltage generator, composed of 18 stages, was used for 
both LI and SI voltage tests. An equivalent impulse test circuit is given in Figure 
4.20. 
 
Figure 4.20 : Equivalent test circuit for the lightning and switching impulse 
tests. 
LI test voltages of 1.32/55.2 µs and SI test voltages of 280/2660 µs were selected for 
the tests. The full and chopped lightning and switching impulse voltage wave shapes 
are represented in Figure 4.21 and Figure 4.22, respectively. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 4.21 : (a) 1.32/55.2 µs standard LI voltage, full wave and (b) 
Flashover on wave tail. 
 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 4.22 : (a) 280/2660 µs standard SI voltage, full wave and (b) 
Flashover on wave front. 
Approximately 8000 impulses were applied to the test circuits to determine the 
effects of the corona ring design parameters on the impulse performances of the V-
insulator string. The following procedure was followed to obtain the withstand 
voltage and low flashover probability voltages of the strings. 
- Starting from the lower voltages, 30 consecutive impulses were applied at several 
voltage levels, 
- The withstand voltages and lower flashover probability levels (< 20 %) were 
determined with respect to the number of flashovers in the 30 consecutive 
impulses, 
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- 50% flashover voltages were determined by the up- and-down method with and 
application of at least 40 impulses. Preliminary tests were performed on a basis of 
50 % flashover voltages. 
The tests were performed to determine the withstand voltage levels, low flashover 
voltage probabilities, and flashover characteristics of three different V-string 
configurations for several corona ring design parameters. During the tests, the 
flashover times (front or tail flashovers) and flashover routes were also recorded. To 
minimize the number of test cases, the strings were first subjected to preliminary 
tests, as described in Section 4.3.3. According to the results of these pre-tests, a 
limited number of corona rings was selected for the detailed tests, explained in 
Sections 4.3.4 and 4.3.5. 
4.3.3 Preliminary tests 
These tests were performed only for the strings with 20 insulator units. All the 
corona rings were first subjected to AC flashover voltage tests. A cascade 
transformer of 1200 kVrms, 50 Hz, 1 MVA was used for the AC tests. The AC 
flashover test voltages were calculated as the average of five consecutive flashover 
voltages. Figure 4.23 describes the dry AC flashover voltage levels of the C-type 
corona rings. It can easily be concluded that the flashover performances of the 
strings, equipped with C-type rings, depend on the corona ring parameters, especially 
on parameter B. The flashover voltage decreases as parameter B increases. Parameter 
A has a secondary effect and higher values of A decrease the AC flashover voltage of 
the string. The AC flashover voltages were reported as 780, 765, 780, 775, and 780 
kVrms for the strings, equipped with R1, R2, R3, R4, and R5 type rings, 
respectively. The detailed investigations related to the AC studies were given in 
previous chapter. In this context, the AC flashover performances of the strings, 
equipped with R-type rings, were not sensitive to the design parameters and are 8-
10% less than the flashover voltage of the W0 case. 
Following the AC tests, the strings were subjected to dry LI and dry SI tests for all 
the R-type rings and for some C-type rings. 50% flashover voltages are plotted in 
Figure 4.24. Compared with the AC excitation, the string impulse flashover 
performances were found to be less sensitive to the corona rings. The R-type rings 
reduce the 50% LI flashover voltages of the string up to 6%. 
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Figure 4.23 : Dry AC flashover voltages for C-type rings. 
 
Figure 4.24 : Dry LI and SI preliminary test results for all the R-type rings 
and for some C-type rings. 
For the C-type rings (C3, C6 and C9), the LI flashover performances decrease as 
parameter B increases. The worst value was found for C9 type ring. The dry SI 
flashover performance of the strings was found to be less sensitive to the corona 
rings than the LI flashover performance.  
The following summarizes the pre-tests results. 
All the R-type rings showed similar AC and similar positive impulse flashover 
performances. R3 and R5 type rings were selected as representatives for the R-type 
rings for the remaining impulse tests.  
Both the AC and the impulse flashover performance of the C-type rings were 
sensitive to the corona ring parameters. The corona ring length B was found to be the 
most dominant parameter affecting the string performance.  
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C6-C10 type corona rings were eliminated because of their low AC flashover 
performances.  
C1, C2, C3, and C5 were selected to determine the effects of parameter A and B on 
the string performance. The selected corona rings for the following detailed impulse 
voltage tests are illustrated in Figure 4.25. 
 
Figure 4.25 : Corona rings selected for impulse tests.  
Figure 4.26 - 4.28 demonstrates the some flashover directions/routes around the 
string, observed during the experimental studies. The flashovers can develop along 
the H-side, V-side and the insulator string, depending on the impulse voltage polarity 
and dry/wet test conditions. 
 
Figure 4.26 : Impulse flashover in the horizontal (H-side) direction. 
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Figure 4.27 : Impulse flashover in the vertical (V-side) direction. 
 
Figure 4.28 : Impulse flashover along the insulator string (I-side). 
4.3.4 Lightning impulse tests 
The effects of the corona ring settings on the LI performance of the string were 
determined for positive and negative surges under dry and wet test conditions. The 
wet test conditions were organized according to the IEC standard [76]. The 
temperature range was 16.7-24.3oC, a pressure range of 100.22-102.03 kPa, and a 
relative humidity range of 48.6-67.0%. Then, test results were then corrected for the 
standard atmospheric conditions.  
Figure 4.29 reflects the positive LI performances (withstand voltages and percentage 
of flashover voltages) of a 20-unit string under dry test conditions. The maximum 
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withstand voltage levels found for the strings without corona rings, W0. The corona 
rings reduced the dry-positive LI withstand voltages up to 6%. The dry-positive LI 
flashovers were generally observed to occur along the minimum arcing distances; i.e. 
the V-sides. The flashover and withstand voltage levels for the C5 type rings, which 
had the minimum arcing distances, were the lowest ones. Although the dry arcing 
distances along the insulator string were greater than those V-and H-side ones, a few 
insulator surface flashovers were observed for the R3 and R5 type corona rings. 
 
Figure 4.29 : Positive LI test results for 20-unit string under dry test 
conditions. 
Figure 4.30 illustrates the negative LI test results of a 20-element string under dry 
test conditions. Almost all the flashovers occurred along the insulator string, I-side. 
The test results indicated that the usage of the corona rings, besides the C5, increased 
the negative LI performance of the string under dry test conditions as high as 13%. 
The larger corona ring diameters exhibited a better negative LI flashover 
performance for the C-type rings. The R3, R5, C1, C2, and C3 type corona rings had 
nearly the same arcing distances along the I-side direction. However, the rings dry-
negative LI performances differed, that is, the surface flashover performance of the 
string cannot be defined by the minimum dry arcing distances. The ring geometry 
should also be taken into account. The insulator surface flashovers originated from 
the corona ring surface for the C-type rings, whereas mostly from the conjunction 
parts between first insulator units and yoke plate for the R3 and R5 rings. 
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Figure 4.30 : Negative LI test results for 20-unit string under dry test 
conditions. 
Figure 4.31 shows the LI withstand voltages of the 20-unit string under dry and wet 
test conditions. It is evident that the dry-positive LI voltages are the most critical 
ones for achieving the lowest withstand voltage levels. Artificial rain increased the 
positive LI withstand voltages by close to 5%. Similar effects in wet conditions for 
conductor-earthed tower frame air gaps were reported [49]. The wet test conditions 
decreased negative LI withstand voltages by 5% since most of the flashovers 
occurred along the insulator surfaces. The percentage of flashover voltages exhibited  
similar behavior and will not be reproduced again.  
 
Figure 4.31 : LI withstand voltages of 20-unit string. 
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Figure 4.32 shows the LI withstand voltages of a 22-element string whose V-side, H-
side and I-side arcing distances are 16%, 2.5% and 10% greater than those of the 20-
unit string, respectively. The effects of the corona rings were similar to those of the 
20-units case. The most critical impulses were remained the positive LI surges under 
dry test conditions. All the positive LI flashovers occurred along the H-side 
directions (see Figure 4.26) the minimum air clearances. The negative LI flashovers 
took place along the I-side directions, and the corona rings improved the string 
performance as described previously. C1, C2, and C3 type rings demonstrated better 
negative LI withstand levels than the R3-R5 type corona rings. The higher B 
parameters, decreasing the arcing distance in all directions (C5) reduced both the 
positive and the negative LI performances of the string. However, the higher A 
parameters (C3), decreasing the arcing distances along the V-and H-sides, worsened 
the positive LI performance while increasing the negative LI performance. 
 
 
Figure 4.32 : LI withstand voltages of 22-unit string. 
It is obvious that the 22-unit strings have higher impulse withstand levels because of 
the strings’ longer arcing distances. However, arcing distance differences did not 
proportionally effect the withstand voltages due to the different flashover routes. As 
the most critical ones, the dry-positive withstand voltages of the 22-unit strings were 
approximately 8% greater than those of the 20-unit strings. This improvement was 
more than expected since the arcing distance differences along the flashover route 
(H-side) were only 2.5%. This occurred because of the different electrical field 
concentrations in the V-side and H-side flashover directions. 
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As stated before, the 22-unit string and 20-unit string with longer ground link 
indicated the same V-side and H-side arcing distances. Consequently, the positive LI 
withstand level of the latter configuration was similar (differences < %1) to that of 
the 22-units cases since most of the flashovers occurred in the H-side direction. The 
negative LI withstand level was the same as that of the 20-element case, since all the 
flashovers occurred along the insulator string. Therefore, the tests results for this 
configuration were not reported. The time-to-flashovers for the positive flashover 
voltage of the 20-unit string is illustrated in Figure 4.33. 
 
Figure 4.33 : Flashover times of 5-20 % positive flashover voltages for a 
20-unit string equipped with a R5 type ring. 
All the lightning impulse flashovers occurred on the wave tails. The recorded 
flashover times were between 15-35 µs for the positive LI voltages, and 7-12 µs for 
the negative LI voltages. There were no significant differences between the flashover 
times of the positive flashovers along V-side, H-side, and I-side directions. However, 
for the negative surges, the I-side flashovers occurred during a 7-12 µs time interval 
and a few V-side or H-side flashovers occurred during a longer time interval, close to 
the flashover times of the positive surges. 
The results, derived from the LI tests, are now listed. 
- The positive LI flashovers occur along the minimum arcing distance. Therefore, 
the increased A and B parameters for the C-type corona rings, and increased A3 
and A2 parameters for the R-type corona rings decrease the positive withstand 
voltage level of the string as they lowered the minimum air clearances.  
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- The negative LI flashovers occur along the insulator strings. The corona rings 
augmented the string flashover performances since the rings improved the voltage 
distribution along the string. The C-type corona rings with the larger A values, 
and the R-type rings with the larger A3 values lead to better LI performances. In 
addition, the negative performance of the string cannot be simply explained by the 
dry arcing distances along the string. The corona ring geometries and their relative 
positions on the string play an important role in the insulator surface flashovers.  
- The behaviour of the 22-unit string is similar to that of the 20-unit string. 
- All the LI flashovers occur on the wave tails, regardless of the ring model. 
However, the smaller flashover times were recorded during the insulator surface 
flashovers for the negative impulses. 
4.3.5 Switching impulse tests 
Similar laboratory investigations were performed for the SI surges at an ambient 
temperature range of 16.2-18.4oC, an atmospheric pressure range of 101.62-102.73 
kPa, and a humidity range of 47.5-65%. The SI tests were conducted for the positive 
impulses, the most critical ones for V-insulator strings [56, 59-60, 62]. 
Figure 4.34 shows the test results of a 20-unit string. Corona rings reduced the dry 
and wet positive SI withstand voltages up to 5%. The artificial rain decreases the 
withstand levels as high as up to 6%. The flashover directions demonstrated very 
random patterns, when compared with those of the LI flashover routes. The 
flashovers developed in all directions. The wet conditions increased the flashover 
rates along the insulator strings. For the C-type ring, corona rings with small A and 
small B parameters performed better. The R3 type ring provided a better SI 
performance than the R5 ring model. 
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Figure 4.34 : SI Withstand test results for 20-unit string. 
The comparative test results for the 20 and 22-unit strings are illustrated in Figure 
4.35. The withstand voltage levels of 22-element strings are approximately 4-10 % 
higher than those of the 20-unit string for all the corona ring cases. The flashovers 
developed either along the H-side or along the I-side in 22-element strings. The 22-
unit strings with a 2.5% increased H-side directions provided an increase of almost 
10% with respect to the 20-unit strings. The 20-unit insulator strings with longer 
ground links showed a similar behavior with the 22-unit string and are not illustrated 
here. 
 
Figure 4.35 : Comparative SI test results for 20-and 22-unit strings. 
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Figure 4.36 denotes the positive SI withstand voltages of a 22-unit string. The 
negative SI withstand voltages are much greater than the positive ones and are not 
illustrated here. 
 
Figure 4.36 : SI withstand voltages of 22-unit strings. 
Typically, the SI flashovers occurred at the wave fronts near the voltage peak. The 
flashover times reported in the literature [57] are in good agreement the results. They 
occurred in a 100-300 µs time interval. Figure 3.37 shows the flashover times of 5-
20% positive SI flashover voltages of a string, equipped with a R5 ring. 
 
Figure 4.37 :  Flashover times of 5-20 % positive SI flashover voltages 
of a string equipped with a R5 ring. 
The following summarizes the corona ring effects on the SI performance of the V-
insulator string. 
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- The corona rings reduced the positive SI withstand levels of the strings.  
- The flashovers occurred randomly along the V-side, H-side, and I-side, and 
artificial rain increased the insulator surface flashover rates. As a result, the 
corona rings, causing fewer arcing distance reductions, improved the SI 
performances.  
- The C-type corona rings with small A and small B parameters, and R-type rings 
with a small A3 parameter provided better SI performances.  
- The front flashovers with 100-300 µs time intervals were observed for the SI 
voltages regardless of the flashover direction. 
For a homogenous, lossless and pollution free dielectric, the electrostatic field is 
purely capacitive [40-42]. Consequently, the power frequency and impulse field 
distribution around the string are assumed to be similar for such conditions. The 
potential distribution along the insulator units and field intensities around the live 
end side for an AC excitation were given in the previous chapter. In addition, the 
effects of the transmission line length, adjacent phases, conductor sags, and so on 
were also reported.  
Simulation-based electric field distributions are used for the interpretation of test 
results. Percentages of the potentials across the first six critical insulator units are  
shown in Figure 4.38, where the enumeration starts from the live end side. It is 
evident that the corona rings improve the potential distribution at the critical 
insulators, especially at the first one. The best values are obtained for the C5 type 
ring. However, this string did not exhibit the best insulator surface flashover 
performance (negative surges). Similar contradictory results were observed for the 
other rings. Therefore, it is difficult to derive a conclusion for insulator surface 
flashover voltages by potential distribution alone. 
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Figure 4.38 : Percentage of potentials of the insulators at the live end side.  
The insulator surface flashovers initiated either from the first insulator-yoke plate 
conjunction or from the corona ring. Therefore, the field distributions at these critical 
regions are more informative to understand the flashover propagation. The field 
distributions at these critical parts can be found in the field simulations, described 
previously. The field regulations at the critical regions were superior for the C-type 
grading devices. Although the C1-C2-C3-R3 and R5 type rings demonstrated similar 
arcing distances, their flashover/withstand voltage levels showed somewhat differed 
due to the different field distributions at these critical regions. 
4.3.6 Summary 
This study has presented the effects of corona ring design on impulse voltage 
performances of V-insulator strings of the 380 kV Turkish National Power 
Transmission Lines. The lightning and switching impulse performance of the strings, 
equipped with the R-type and C-type corona rings were determined experimentally. 
Some 3D simulation studies were also performed to investigate the factors, affecting 
insulator surface flashovers. The following conclusions were derived from the study. 
- The positive LI flashovers occur along the minimum arcing distance. Both the C-
type and the R-type corona rings reduced dry arcing distances and thus the 
positive LI withstand performances of the strings. Therefore, the corona rings, 
providing less arcing distance reduction exhibited better positive LI performances. 
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- The negative LI flashovers occur along the insulator string. The corona rings 
increases the negative withstand performance of the string by improving the field 
distribution along the string. The negative performance of the string cannot be 
determined by only minimum arcing distance. 
- The simulation studies demonstrated that the potential distribution across the 
critical units is not enough to interpret the insulator surface flashovers. The 
electric field distributions at some critical regions are also vital. The C-type rings 
have an improved field regulation effect at the critical regions, and therefore 
provide better negative LI withstand performances than the R-type rings.  
- All the positive LI flashovers are observed on the wave tails in the range of 15-35 
µs time intervals regardless of the ring model.  
- The corona rings decrease the positive SI withstand voltage levels of the string, 
since the rings shorten the arcing distances. However, the decreases are usually 
less than the ones for the LI surges. 
- The SI flashovers occur randomly along the probable flashover routes, but the 
artificial rain increases the number of insulator surface flashovers.  
- The front flashover times in the 100-300 µs time ranges are recorded for the 
positive SI surges, regardless of the flashover directions. 
- The effects of the corona rings on the LI/SI string performance under artificial 
rain conditions are similar to those reported for dry conditions.  
- The behaviour of the 22-element string, equipped with different corona rings, is 
similar to that of 20-unit string. 
- The V-insulator string performance is more sensitive to the corona ring models for 
the LI surges than the SI surges. 
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5.  EXPERIMENTAL-BASED CORONA RING DESIGN FOR 380 kV V- 
COMPOSITE INSULATOR STRING 
5.1 Introduction 
Composite insulators are being increasingly used by power utilities because of their 
advantages over glass and porcelain insulators. The advantages include the low 
weight, low installation cost, improved resistance to vandal damage, and better 
pollution performance [5, 77-81]. Composite insulators are now used in the Turkish 
National Power Transmission System, and their usage is expected to increase. 
Numerous investigations have demonstrated that the electric field distribution, along 
the composite insulators, are highly nonuniform, and field magnitudes are larger 
close to the energized and ground end fittings. Typically, the energized end side is 
subjected to the highest electric field intensities [6, 8, 17-18]. To reduce the electric 
fields at the insulator ends, and to minimize the corona-related problems, grading 
devices are usually required on both ends of the polymer suspension insulators at 
voltage ratings above 345 kV [5, 7-8]. 
The dimensions and locations of the grading devices significantly influence the field 
distributions. Previous simulation studies have been carried out to find the optimum 
design parameters of the corona rings for a given string configuration [6, 45, 47]. 
However, there is little literature related to corona rings and their impact on line 
insulation with respect to experimental studies. 
380 kV 90-degree V-insulator strings, comprising glass or porcelain insulator units, 
are frequently used in Turkish National Power Transmission Systems. Unexpected 
flashover phenomena have been observed in these strings, and some studies were 
conducted to investigate the withstand/flashover levels and the effects of corona 
rings on the electrical performance of the strings. These studies were described in the 
previous section. Both the power frequency and impulse voltage performance of 380 
kV V-strings, composed of glass insulators have been assessed for different corona 
ring design parameters. However, only glass insulator strings were considered, and 
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switching impulse tests were not fully covered. Therefore, this chapter is devoted to 
understand further the effects of corona ring design parameters on 380 kV V-strings 
with nonceramic insulator units. This chapter is an extension of the study described 
in the previous chapters, and it mainly concentrates on impulse voltage performance 
of V-composite insulator strings for different corona ring design parameters. 
The influence of the corona rings on the behavior of insulator string impulse 
withstand, as well as AC flashover performance were investigates. The corona ring 
diameter, corona tube diameter, and mounting height were chosen as the design 
parameters. The experiments were conducted with corona ring and without corona 
ring. The indoor laboratory tests carried out for lightning impulse, switching impulse, 
and alternating voltage in dry and wet test conditions. The withstand voltage levels, 
flashover directions, and flashover times of the string were found for each corona 
ring. 
5.2 Test Setup, Tested Strings, Arc Distances and Flashover Directions 
Laboratory investigations have been performed on the 380 kV 90-degree V-insulator 
strings of composite insulator units, suspended from the central phase of the 
transmission tower. The conductor and bundle properties were described previously. 
The basic dimensions of the 380 kV composite insulator string used in the V-string 
configuration are shown in Figure 5.1. Corona rings with different geometries are 
used together with the insulator string.  
 
Figure 5.1 : Basic dimensions of the 380 kV composite insulator.  
Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 illustrate the circular type corona ring models. The A, C, D 
and B parameters represent the corona ring diameter, corona tube diameter and inner 
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tube diameter, as well as installation height, respectively. The circular corona ring in 
Figure 5.3 has a fixed geometry. 
 
 
Figure 5.2 : Circular corona ring design parameters 
 
 
 
Figure 5.3 : One circular corona ring with fixed geometry (units: cm) 
Figure 5.4 indicates the possible flashover directions around the string where 
flashovers can develop in the air along the vertical side (V-side), horizontal side (H-
side), and directly, the insulator surface (I-side) direction. The occurrence of 
flashovers along either side depends on the corona ring model, test conditions, 
applied voltage, and voltage polarity. 
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Figure 5.4 : Probable flashover routes in the string. 
The impulse and AC performance of the string have been found for each corona ring 
model (see Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3), installed at the line end side of the string. On 
the ground side, however, only the circular ring with a fixed geometry (see Figure 
5.3) was involved during all the test period. In addition, the line side and the other 
two sides were tested without the corona rings. The measured minimum strike 
distances along the V-, H- and I-side are denoted in Figure 5.5. It is clear that the 
corona ring usage affects the arc distances to some extent, depending on the ring 
geometry. 
The abbreviations related to corona ring usage follow. 
Without corona ring at Line side  : WL 
Without corona ring at Both sides  : WB 
Open Circle Corona Ring (Figure 5.3) : OC 
Corona ring with a ring diameter of Ø : A = Ø  
Most of the circular corona ring models have the same tube diameter, C = 5 cm, as 
reported in Figure 5.2. However, some of the corona ring models have a tube 
diameter of 4 cm. These types of corona rings were shown in brackets, <A = Ø>, on 
the figures. 
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Figure 5.5 : Minimum arc distances along V, H, and - I sides. 
The arc distances, in the direction of the V-side, decrease by approximately 6-7.5%, 
7-8.5% and 9-9.5% for B = 10 cm, B = 15 cm and B = 20 cm installation heights, 
respectively. Similar arc distance reductions were measured in the H-side. 
Reductions with averages of 6.5%, 8% and 9% were observed for the full circle 
corona rings with mounting heights of 10, 15 and 20 cm, respectively. Finally, the 
corona rings, where with B = 10 cm, 15 cm, and 20 cm heights resulted in average of 
2.5%, 4% and 5.5% for the dry arc distance reductions in the I-side, respectively. The 
open circle corona rings caused reductions of 6.5%, 7% and 3% arc distances in the 
V-, H- and I-side, respectively. 
The laboratory test setup for the silicone insulator string is given in Figure 5.6. The 
alternating voltage, lightning impulse, and switching impulse were conducted by 
using the voltage generators, described in the previous chapters.  
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Figure 5.6 : Laboratory test setup for composite insulator string. 
The power frequency voltages were applied to the string under both dry and wet 
conditions. The 50 Hz alternating voltage was increased in steps, until the flashover 
occurred. This procedure was repeated five times, and the average flashover voltage 
value was taken into consideration. 
The 1.32/55.2 µs LI and 280/2660 µs SI surge voltages were applied to the insulator 
string to determine the withstand level of the V-insulator string with different 
grading ring design parameters. The LI and SI tests were conducted with positive and 
negative polarities under dry and wet test conditions. Beginning with the lower surge 
voltages, 30 consecutive impulses of the same peak values were applied to the string 
arrangement to find the withstand level (< 10% flashover) of the string. 
5.3 Corona Ring Design and Optimization for AC Voltages 
The effects of the grading design parameters on the AC performance of the V-
insulator string were observed under dry and wet test conditions. The alternating 
voltage was increased in steps, until the flashover occurred. This process was 
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repeated for five times for each corona ring model under dry and wet conditions, and 
average flashover voltage values were recorded. 
Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 represent the AC flashover results in dry and wet test 
conditions, respectively. The string AC flashover performance was reduced by as 
much as 6.5%, 8.5% and 10% for the rings with mounting heights of 10 cm, 15 cm 
and 20 cm, respectively. The open circle corona rings caused a reduction of almost 
4% for the AC flashover voltage, compared with the no corona ring installed case. 
For wet test conditions, the corona rings had a limited effect on the AC flashover 
performance, and a maximum 3% reduction was observed. All the dry flashovers 
took place in V-side and H-side. However, most of the flashover routes developed 
along the insulator string under the artificial rain conditions. An observed flashover 
along the H-side route is illustrated in Figure 5.9. 
 
 
Figure 5.7 : AC flashover test results for dry conditions. 
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Figure 5.8 : AC flashover test results for wet conditions. 
 
Figure 5.9 : Dry AC flashover along the H-side direction. 
The RIV levels for the composite insulator string, installed in the different types of 
corona rings, were also found. The same test setup and test procedure, as that for the 
RIV measurements for the glass insulator strings, were followed for the silicone 
insulator strings. Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 provide the measured RIV levels (dB) in 
relation to the applied voltage. 
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Table 5.1 : RIV test results for B = 10 cm corona ring installation height. 
Voltage 
(kVrms) 
A / B / C (cm), (dB/150Ω) 
30 / 10 / 5 35 / 10 / 5 35 / 10 / 4 40 / 10 / 5 
300 43 42 40 41 
277 40 40 37 38 
254 38 39 33 37 
242 36 37 32 36 
220 35 35 27 35 
194 30 27 27 27 
169 27 27 27 27 
145 27 27 27 27 
121 27 27 27 27 
97 27 27 27 27 
73 27 27 27 27 
48 27 27 27 27 
Table 5.2 : RIV test results for B = 15 cm corona ring installation height. 
Voltage 
(kVrms) 
A / B / C (cm), (dB/150Ω) 
30 / 15 / 5 35 / 15 / 5 35 / 15 / 4 40 / 15 / 5 
300 40 38 38 37 
277 32 28 27 28 
254 27 26 26 27 
242 26 26 26 26 
220 26 26 26 26 
194 26 26 26 26 
169 26 26 26 26 
145 26 26 26 26 
121 26 26 26 26 
97 26 26 26 26 
73 26 26 26 26 
48 26 26 26 26 
 
The following summarizes the corona ring design for the composite insulator string 
from the AC and RIV point of views. 
- The AC flashover performances of the V-composite insulator string were reduced 
by the use of the corona rings that reduced the arc distances around the insulator 
string to some extent, depending on their geometries. For the corona ring models, 
as much as 10% reductions were observed in the AC flashover performance of the 
string. It is clear that the corona rings with longer installation heights yielded the 
minimum AC flashover performance. The artificial rain led to some reductions in 
the flashover voltages. 
- For the RIV performance, the corona rings with larger ring diameters 
demonstrated lower interference voltage levels. Moreover, the corona ring 
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installation heights affected the interference levels. The mounting heights of 10 
cm generated the maximum interference levels. As explained in the RIV 
measurements for the glass insulator string, increasing the corona ring installation 
heights beyond some specified value does not bring additional improvement on 
the RIV performance because of the field distribution variations around the 
critical regions. 
5.4 Corona Ring Design and Optimization for Lightning Impulse Voltages 
The effects of the corona ring models on the LI withstand performance of the V-
insulator strings, composed of composite insulator units, were evaluated under 
positive and negative surges in dry and wet test conditions. 
Figure 5.10 displays the positive LI withstand voltages under dry test conditions, 
where the corona rings reduced the positive LI performance of the string. The 
insulator string, attached with the full circle corona rings of B = 10 cm, 15 cm, and 
20 cm mounting heights, cause 1-4%, 3-6%, 5.5-8.5% withstand voltage reductions, 
respectively. The OC corona ring set up generated almost a 2.5% less withstand 
voltage performance than the no corona ring mounting. The WL and WB cases 
resulted in the best positive LI performance of the string.  
 
Figure 5.10 : Positive LI test results under dry conditions. 
The negative LI withstand voltages of the V- insulator string under dry condition are 
reflected in Figure 5.11. The string’ withstand voltage levels decreased by the use of 
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the grading devices. The corona rings with B = 10 cm, 15 cm and 20 cm installation 
heights, reduced the negative polarity string performance by 2.5-4%, 5-6% and 7-
8%, respectively. The OC case also reduced the string negative performance by 
approximately 3.5 %. The dry negative LI performance of the string is the highest for 
the WL or WB cases. 
 
Figure 5.11 : Negative LI test results under dry conditions. 
The presence of the corona rings decreased both dry-positive and dry-negative LI 
withstand performance of the string. The flashovers occurred occurred along the V-
side or H-side, depending on the ring type and minimum air clearances. As stated 
previously, corona rings mitigated the dry arc distances in the V-, H- and I-side 
directions, and the rings with larger A and larger B parameters induced more strike 
distance reductions and thus, the more withstand voltage reductions for the insulator 
string. Removing the corona rings from the line side or both sides generated the same 
string performance. 
Figure 5.12 illustrates the test results for the wet-negative LI voltages. The results 
prove that the use of the corona rings increased the strings’ wet-negative withstand 
performance. It is clear from Figure 5.12 that the string, equipped with the grading 
devices with a larger ring diameter, demonstrated improved wet-negative withstand 
performance. However, the longer the mounting heights, the less the negative 
withstand voltage performance of the string. The wet-negative polarity performance 
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of the string increased by as much as 13%, 9% and 3% for the mounting heights of 
10, 15, and 20 cm, respectively. 
 
Figure 5.12 : Negative LI test results under wet conditions. 
The flashover directions were not the same for the positive and negative polarity 
impulses under wet conditions. For the wet-positive polarity condition, the flashover 
pattern is similar to that of the dry-positive impulse test, that is, all the flashovers 
occurred in the V-side or the H-side direction, depending on the minimum arc 
distance between the grading devices and the grounded tower frame. However, for 
the wet-negative polarity condition, all the flashovers took place along the insulator 
string. The grading devices on the live end side regulated the fields at the live parts, 
as well as along the insulator string, causing a discharge initiation at higher voltages 
than the with no corona ring devices. It was confirmed that, corona rings with longer 
mounting heights supply better field distributions along the string, but reduce the arc 
distance along the string. Therefore, the string attached with corona rings of the 
larger A parameter and the smaller B parameter, shows the better wet-negative LI 
performance. For the negative polarity impulses, wet conditions reduced the string 
performance by an average of 10% and 19% with and without the corona ring, 
respectively. Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14 denote the flashovers, observed along the 
V-side and I-side, respectively. 
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Figure 5.13 : Dry-positive LI flashover in the V-side. 
 
Figure 5.14 : Wet-negative LI flashover in the insulator string. 
The flashover times were recorded between 20-40 µs time intervals for the V-side 
and H-side directions, and between 15-35 µs time intervals for the I-side direction. 
The Following provides a summary of the LI performance of the V- insulator string, 
composed of the composite insulators.  
- The corona rings reduce the performance of the positive polarity LI voltage of the 
string up to 8.5%, depending on the ring geometry. For the positive polarity 
impulses, the flashovers consistently propagated along the minimum strike 
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distance, for the V-side for this string configuration. As explained in glass 
insulator string studies, it is evident that, artificial rain has a limited effect on the 
positive polarity impulse voltage strength of the string.  
- For the negative polarity LI voltages, the flashovers occurred in the direction of 
the V-side, and the corona ring usage reduces the string impulse performance up 
to 8%, depending on the ring type. It is clear that the corona ring, that cause less 
arc distance reduction exhibits the better performance. The artificial rain affects 
the flashover direction of the string. All the negative polarity flashovers occurred 
along the insulator string. Unlike the positive polarity case, corona rings improve 
the string negative polarity performance under artif icial rain conditions. Up to 
13% increments in negative LI performance of the string were observed by 
employing the corona rings. The string wet negative performance reduced at an 
average of 10% and 19%, respectively, with and without the corona ring, 
corresponding to the dry negative performance.  
- The flashover times were recorded at 20-40 µs time intervals in the V and H-side 
flashover directions. Also, the I-side flashovers, on the other hand, were observed 
at a lower time interval of 15-35 µs. 
5.5 Corona Ring Design and Optimization for Switching Impulse Voltages 
Similar laboratory investigations were conducted for the switching impulse voltages. 
The switching impulse behavior of the V-insulator string was evaluated for various 
grading ring models under positive and negative surges and dry and wet test 
conditions, as defined for the LI surges. 
Figure 5.15 shows the positive SI surge test results under dry conditions. All the 
corona ring models reduced the string withstand voltage. In addition, the highest 
withstand voltage values were obtained with no corona ring case. The reduction in 
the withstand voltage reductions was recorded between 2-7% and the larger 
reductions were observed for the grading rings with larger ring diameters and longer 
mounting heights. The probable discharges were developed in the V-side and H-side 
directions. 
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Figure 5.15 : Positive SI test results under dry conditions. 
Under dry conditions, the negative SI performance of the string with different corona 
ring models is reflected in Figure 5.16. It is readily seen that the use of the corona 
ring increased the string performance. As much as 8.5%,7 % and 6% withstand 
voltage improvements were obtained for the rings with D = 10cm, 15cm, and 20cm 
mounting heights, respectively. The V-side and H-side flashovers were observed 
under the test conditions. 
Figure 5.17 shows the influences of the corona rings on the wet-positive SI 
performance of the string. The effects of the grading devices are to similar to those as 
described in the dry-positive SI case. However, all the ring types generated about the 
same performance, and maximum withstand voltage reductions were as high as 3.5% 
in accordance with the no corona ring installed condition. Again, the probable 
flashovers were observed in the V-side and H-side directions. 
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Figure 5.16 : Negative SI test results under dry conditions. 
 
Figure 5.17 : Positive SI test results under wet conditions. 
Finally, the string performance was evaluated with regard to the wet-negative SI. 
Although the corona rings with shorter installation heights performed better under 
wet-negative switching surges, the rings with larger mounting heights resulted in 
greater withstand voltage reductions. All the wet-negative SI surge flashovers 
occurred along the insulator string, and the corona rings increased the strings’ 
performance, especially for the rings with small mounting heights. Aforementioned 
in the LI tests, the flashovers along the insulator string are very sensitive to the 
corona rings. This is related to the corona rings’ field regulation effects at the live 
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parts or discharge initiation regions, and along the insulator string. Corona rings with 
D = 10 cm and D=15 cm increases of 8.5-9.5 % and 2-4 % wet-negative withstand 
However, the rings where D = 20 cm resulted in by as much as 2% reductions due to 
the additional arc distance reductions along the insulator string. 
 
Figure 5.18 : Negative SI test results under wet conditions. 
 
Figure 5.19 : Dry-positive SI flashover along the insulator string. 
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Figure 5.20 : Dry-negative SI flashover in H-side direction. 
The time-to flashovers for the SI voltages were observed between 150-350 µs time 
intervals. Corona ring usage and flashover routes did not affect the flashover times. 
Typically, the SI flashovers occurred at the wave fronts near the voltage peak. The 
testing results are in good agreement with the flashover times reported in the 
literature [57]. 
The study has shown that negative polarity impulses tended to develop along the 
insulator string, especially under wet test conditions, whereas positive impulses 
tented to develop in free air. This behavior can be explained by the earlier studies. 
These previous studies have proven that the dielectric strength of the non-uniform 
field configuration can be reduced by the presence of an insulator, bridging the gap 
under the negative polarity impulses [48-49, 82]. Moreover, negative impulse 
discharges have been found to develop close to the insulating surface [82]. 
It is noteworthy that the flashover tests have proven that corona rings increased the 
wet-negative SI withstand performance, where all the flashovers occurred along the 
insulator string. Also, it is clear that stronger field intensities take place on the live 
end side of the string where there is no corona ring. This might lead to strong 
ionization, reducing the withstand strength of the string.  
It is known that electrodes, particularly cathodes, play a significant role in gas 
discharges by supplying free electrons for the initiation, sustaining, and finally, 
completion of a discharge [4, 83]. In addition, many studies have indicated that 
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surface charging on an insulator surface modifies the electric field distribution, 
which in turn, influences the initiation and propagation of a discharge [84-87]. 
Depending on the field condition and polarity of the applied voltage, the polarity of 
the surface charges can result in an increase or a decrease of flashover voltages [83]. 
The study [83] was conducted on a 35 kV post insulator under impulse voltages. The 
results indicated that surface charging could result in different behavior of flashover 
voltages, depending on the field conditions on both the anode and cathode electrodes. 
For an unsymmetrical case, the effect of the surface charging is dependent on the 
polarity of the applied voltage [83]. For example, for the negative impulses, negative 
charge causes a decrease in the flashover voltages [83], supporting the research in 
this thesis. The electric field at the line side and ground side is not symmetrical for 
the V-insulator string, comprising composite insulator units. Without a corona ring, 
the electric field at the cathode side, live end side under negative polarity impulses, is 
higher and in turn, yields more negative surface charges. This may lead to surface 
flashovers at lower voltages. With a corona ring, the magnitudes of the electric field 
at the cathode side are reduced and, a higher negative impulse voltage is required for 
the insulator surface flashover. For positive polarity impulses, the presence of 
positive charges increases the insulator surface flashover [83]. As previously stated 
that positive polarity flashovers developed in free air, rather than along the insulator 
string. 
The study in this thesis has also shown that for this V-string configuration, the 
corona rings on the ground sides have no influence on the flashover performance. 
The grading devices on the ground side have little effect on the dry arc distance. 
Moreover, they are fully covered by the grounded tower frame. These factors may be 
responsible for these results.  
The following summarizes the SI test results for the composite insulator string with 
the corona ring. 
- Dry-positive SI flashovers occurred in the V and H-side directions. The use of 
corona rings with the string reduces the withstand performance up to 7%, 
depending on the ring geometry.  
- Dry-negative SI flashovers also took place in the V and H-side directions. In these 
conditions, the corona ring usage increases the string’ withstand voltage 
performance by as much as 8.5%, subject to the ring geometry.  
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- For the wet-positive SI conditions, the corona rings cause a similar effect on the 
string performance as that for the dry test conditions.  
- Artificial rain has a significant effect on the negative SI performance of the string. 
Up to 35% reductions were observed in the string performance under wet test 
conditions. However, the wet-positive SI condition is still the worst-case for the 
given string configuration. 
5.6 Summary 
This Section covers the AC flashover performance, RIV measurements, LI and SI 
performance of the 90-degree V-composite insulator string under different corona 
ring design parameters. The experimental work has shown that corona rings affect 
the string’s AC and impulse performance to some extent, depending on the ring 
geometry. For the given corona ring design parameters, the corona ring installation 
height has a dominating effect on the string’s electrical performance. For the impulse 
voltage cases, the corona ring with small ring installation heights exhibits the better 
impulse withstand performance. This condition is also true for the AC flashover 
performance of the string. For the RIV measurements, the corona rings with the 
longer installation heights improve the RIV performance. However, increasing the 
installation height beyond some value does not bring any additional improvement to 
the interference level. The following conclusions can be drawn from the composite 
insulator string regarding to the AC and impulse voltage conditions.  
AC voltage case: 
- The composite insulator string’ AC performance worsens with the usage of 
corona rings. Up to a 10% voltage reduction was observed in the AC flashover 
performance of the string. The corona rings with small ring diameters and small 
installation heights produce a better performance. Artificial rain reduces the string 
performance up to 3.5%, and the AC flashovers generally occurred along the V 
and H-side directions. 
- The corona rings with larger diameters yield lower radio interference levels. Also, 
corona ring installation heights affect the interference levels. Among the given 
installation heights, the 10 cm mounting heights generate the maximum 
interference levels. As explained in the RIV measurements for glass insulator 
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string, increasing the corona ring installation heights beyond some specified value 
does not improve the RIV performance because of the field distribution variations 
around the critical regions. 
Impulse Voltage Cases: 
- The corona rings reduce the positive LI voltage performance of the string by as 
much as 8.5%, depending on the ring geometry. For the positive polarity 
impulses, flashovers consistently propagate in the minimum strike distance, along 
V-side for this string configuration.  
- For the negative polarity LI voltages, the flashovers occurred in the V-side 
directions, and corona ring usage reduces the string impulse performance by as 
much as 8%, depending on the ring type. It is evident that the use of the corona 
ring, causing less arc distance reductions exhibits a better performance. Under 
negative polarity impulses, the artificial rain affects the flashover directions of the 
string. All the negative polarity flashovers occurred along the insulator string. 
Unlike the positive polarity case, corona rings improve the string negative polarity 
performance under artificial rain conditions. Up to 13% increments for the 
negative LI performance of the string are observed by including corona rings. The 
string’ wet-negative performance reduces by an average of 10% and 19% with 
and without the installation of the corona ring, corresponding to the dry-negative 
performance. The corona rings with larger ring diameters lead to a better wet-
negative polarity impulse performance.  
- The flashover times are recorded between 20-40 µs time intervals for the V and 
H-side flashover directions. The times to flashovers are observed in a slightly 
lower time region, such as 15-35 µs for the I-side flashovers. 
- The dry-positive SI flashovers occur along the V and H-side directions. Corona 
ring usage with the string reduces the withstand performance up 7%, depending 
on the ring geometry. In this test condition, the string performance is higher in the 
case of the corona rings with small ring diameters and small installation heights.  
- The dry-negative SI flashovers also occurred along the V and H-side directions. In 
this condition, corona ring usage increases the string’s withstand voltage 
performance by as much as 8.5%, depending on the ring geometry. The corona 
rings with small ring diameters and short installation heights result in higher 
impulse performance. 
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- The artificial rain has a significant effect on the negative polarity SI performance 
of the string. Up to 30% reduction was observed in the string performance in wet 
test conditions. However, the positive polarity wet condition is still the worst-case 
for the given string configuration. 
- The time-to flashovers for SI voltages were observed in the 150-350 µs time 
interval. 
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6.  VERIFICATION TESTS 
In this section, the electric potential along the one, two, and three the glass insulators 
was measured by using a non-contact electrostatic voltmeter to verify the simulation 
results. The tests were conducted at the University of Waterloo, Electrical and 
Computer Engineering Department, High Voltage Engineering Laboratory. The 
grounded tower frame was simulated by a supporting structure. An aluminium tube, 
150 cm long and 2 cm in diameter, was chosen to simulate the transmission line. The 
basic dimensions of the verification test setup are given in Figure 6.1. 60 Hz 
frequency AC voltage was used for the verification tests.  
 
 
 
Figure 6.1 : Verification test setup and basic dimensions (units: cm). 
The potential values along the insulators were measured by using the electrostatic 
voltmeter (ESV) in Figure 6.2 [88]. The measurement range of this equipment is 
from 0 to ± 20 kV DC or peak AC voltages with a resolution of ±1 V. 
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Figure 6.2 : Non-contact electrostatic voltmeter [88]. 
Figure 6.3 displays the potential calculation and measurement points along the 
creepage line of the three-unit glass insulator string. The voltmeter probe must be 
perpendicular to the potential measuring surface. Because of this limitation, only 
limited numbers of measurements were obtained along the insulator surfaces, as 
shown in Figure 6.3. The simulation and measurements results are illustrated in 
Figures 6.5, 6.7, and 6.9 for 1, 2, and 3 insulator units, respectively. 
 
  
(a) (b) 
Figure 6.3 : (a) Potential measurement points along the creepage line of the 
insulators and (b) Potential calculation line along the creepage 
line of the insulators. 
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6.1 One insulator unit 
 
 
 
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 6.4 : (a) Test setup for one insulator units and (b) computer 
simulation model. 
 
Figure 6.5 : Calculated and measured potential values along creepage line of 
the insulator. 
The maximum and average differences between the calculated and measured 
potential values are 20% and 4.7%, respectively. 
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6.2 Two insulator units 
 
 
 
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 6.6 : (a) Test setup for two insulator units and (b) computer 
simulation model. 
 
Figure 6.7 : Calculated and measured potential values along creepage line of 
the insulators. 
The maximum and average differences between the calculated and measured 
potential values are 12% and 4.5%, respectively. 
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6.3 Three insulator units 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 6.8 : (a) Test setup for three insulator units and (b) computer 
simulation model. 
 
Figure 6.9 : Calculated and measured potential values along creepage line of 
the insulators. 
The maximum and average differences between the calculated and measured 
potential values are 17% and 5.8%, respectively. 
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8.  CONCLUSIONS 
This thesis presents the corona ring design and optimization for a 380 kV, 90o V-
suspension insulator string used in Turkish National Power Transmission System. 
The strings composed of both cap-and-pin type suspension glass insulators and 
polymer insulators are investigated. The experimental-based studies are conducted at 
the Istanbul Technical University, Fuat Külünk High Voltage Laboratory. All the 
laboratory tests are performed on the insulator strings, suspended from the central 
phase of a real size 380 kV power transmission tower because of the laboratory size 
limitation. Corona ring diameters, corona ring tube diameters and corona ring 
installation heights are selected as the corona ring design parameters. The effects of 
the corona ring design parameters on the string’s electrical performance are 
investigated for impulse voltages and 50 Hz alternating voltages under dry and wet 
test conditions. Positive and negative lightning and switching impulse voltages of 
standard wave shapes are used as the transient voltages. Withstand voltage levels, 
small flashover probability levels, time-to-flashovers, and flashover directions of the 
strings are investigated under different corona ring design parameters. For the 
alternating voltages, the alternating flashover voltage levels and RIV levels are 
measured for the insulator string with the chosen corona ring design parameters. The 
effective parameters of the 3D simulation models are the transmission lines, tower, 
insulators, corona rings, adjacent phases, and conductor sags  
The following is a summary of the simulation and experimental-based studies. 
The simulation studies that are related to the actual service conditions are conducted 
by using 50 m long, triple bundle transmission lines. The adjacent phases and 
conductor sags are considered. Pre-simulation results indicate that the presence of 
adjacent phases causes approximately 5% increment of the field values for the R-
type corona ring models. As the conductor sag increases, the electric field intensities 
on the corona rings increase. The ground wires have not a significant effect on the 
electric field distributions. 50 m conductor lengths, three-phase energizations, and 15 
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m of maximum conductor sags are determined as reasonable values for representing 
the actual service conditions.  
The electric field values around the critical regions are investigated under various 
corona ring design parameters. The maximum field strengths of the critical regions 
decrease as the ring tube diameter increases. The maximum field reduction is 
obtained for the corona ring surface, and minimum one is obtained for the insulator-
metal pin junction part. Increasing the corona ring installation or mounting heights 
increases the maximum electric field strengths in the corona ring surface, but 
decrease them at Region-M and N. 
Emax at Region-L shows minimum field strength for mounting heights of 10-15 cm. 
The corona rings with small diameters exhibit better electric field distributions at the 
critical regions for the parameter B between 5 and 15 cm. The effective field control 
in the critical regions depends on the corona ring diameter, corona rube diameter and 
corona mounting heights. Although, a mounting height of 5 cm of B is reasonable for 
a corona ring diameter of 40 cm, at least 15 cm is required for the corona ring with a 
65 cm diameter for proper dimensioning. The smaller the corona tube diameter, the 
smaller the mounting height. The maximum field on the corona ring surface limits 
the minimum value of the corona tube diameter. For R-type corona rings, though, 
corona rings with small A1 and large A3 parameters provide greater reductions on 
the critical regions of Region-L, M, and N. The maximum field strengths on the 
critical regions are greater for the R-type corona rings than those for the C-type 
corona rings. 
It is also found that the potential values across the critical units are sensitive to the 
corona ring design parameters. For the C-type corona rings, there is less potential 
sharing across the first two critical units, where B = 25 cm. The more the parameter 
B, is the less the potential values across the first two units. As the corona ring 
diameter increases, the voltage sharing across the critical units decreases. It is 
obvious that the absence of the corona ring is the worst case from voltage 
distributions perspective. Corona ring usage results in 15-20% decreases in potential 
sharing across the first insulator unit. For the R-type corona rings, the best 
performance is obtained with the R-5 type corona ring model. 
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The pollution on the insulator surface is modeled as 2 mm uniform layer. Under this 
condition, the field distribution is dependent on the type of the voltage and on 
severity of the pollution. For the full pollution case, increasing the pollution 
conductivity yields a linear potential distribution and a more uniform field 
distribution along the string. The simulations demonstrate that for the full pollution 
case, 10-4 S/m and higher, 10-2 S/m, and higher and 1.0 S/m and higher, pollution 
conductivity levels give the same field results along the string for AC, switching 
impulse and lightning impulse voltages, respectively. The upper surface pollution 
and bottom surface pollution cases have limited effects on the potential distributions. 
The maximum electric field strengths shift to the triple junction around the cap side 
under the bottom pollution case. The upper pollution case does not exhibit any 
significant difference in the electric field distribution along the string. The use of a 
corona ring reduces the maximum electric field around the live side of the insulator, 
and results in a linear potential distribution along the string.  
The RIV levels are dependent on the geometry and on the location of the corona ring 
devices. The corona rings with B = 0 installation height seem to be ineffective 
because of the higher RIV levels and higher electric field strength. Laboratory tests 
prove that C-type corona rings installed at B = 15 cm height, provide the minimum 
interference levels, which previously indicated by the simulations. Therefore, B=10-
15 cm range is the optimum installation height for the glass insulator string from the 
RIV performance point of view. For the R-type corona rings, A3 is a vital design 
parameter for the RIV performance. The corona rings with the larger A3 parameter 
lead to a better RIV performance. 
The AC flashover performance of the glass insulator string is linked to the corona 
ring settings. The diminishing the arc distances results in an additional decrease in 
the alternating voltage flashover performance. Parameter B is the dominant factor 
affecting the AC flashover voltage levels. When the RIV levels and AC flashover 
voltages are considered together, the use of corona rings with B > 15 cm installation 
heights does not bring any improvement for neither the RIV and nor AC flashover 
performances. The corona rings with diameters of 40 cm or less are not suitable 
because of constructional problems. Although the larger corona rings provide a better 
RIV performance, they cause additional AC flashover voltage reductions. 
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Consequently, corona rings with 50-55 cm of diameters are preferred from the cost 
and AC performance perspectives. 
Positive LI flashovers occur along the minimum arcing distances. Both the C-type 
and the R-type corona rings mitigate the dry arcing distances around the string. 
Therefore, the corona rings weaken the positive LI withstand performance of the 
string. The corona rings, providing less arc distance reductions, show a better 
positive LI performance. Artificial rain has a limited effect on the positive impulse 
voltage performance of the string. Negative LI flashovers occur along the insulator 
string. The corona ring increases the negative withstand performance of the string by 
improving the electric field distribution along the string. Therefore, the negative LI 
performance of the string does not depend on only the minimum dry arcing 
distances. In addition, artificial rain reduces the negative polarity LI withstand level 
of the string. 
Simulations confirm that the potential distribution across the critical units is not 
enough to interpret the insulator surface flashovers. In addition, the electric field 
distributions at some critical regions are important. The C-type corona rings offer a 
better field regulation effect at the critical regions; therefore, they provide better 
negative LI withstand performance than the R-type corona rings. Regardless of the 
corona ring model, all the positive LI flashovers are observed on the wave tails. 
The use of corona rings lowers the positive polarity SI withstand voltage levels of the 
string, since the rings shorten the dry arcing distances. However, the voltage 
reductions are usually less than those for the LI surges. The SI flashovers occur 
randomly in all the probable flashover directions, but the artificial rain increases the 
number of insulator surface flashovers. The front flashover times in the 100 - 300 µs 
time range are recorded for the positive SI surges regardless of the flashover 
directions. 
The influence of the corona rings on the LI/SI string performance under artificial rain 
conditions is similar to those reported for dry conditions. The experimental work is 
also repeated for a 22-unit insulator string. The results show that the typical behavior 
of 22-element string, equipped with different corona rings, is similar to that of 20-
unit strings. The V-insulator string performance is more sensitive to the corona ring 
model for LI surges than for the SI surges. 
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The aforementioned paragraphs summarize the effects of corona ring models on the 
380 kV, 90o V-suspension insulator string, composed of cap-and-pin type glass 
insulator units. 
The following summarizes the laboratory test results for the V- insulator string, 
including the composite line insulator. 
The alternating voltage flashover performance of the silicone insulator string is 
reduced with the usage of corona rings. Voltage reductions as high as 10% are 
observed in AC flashover voltages. The corona rings with small ring diameters and 
low heights exhibit better AC flashover performances. Usually, the AC flashovers 
occured along the V-and H-side directions. The corona rings with larger diameters 
result in lower radio interference levels. In addition, the installation heights of the 
corona rings influence the interference levels. Among the given corona ring 
installation heights, the 10 cm mounting values cause the maximum interference 
levels. As explained in the RIV measurements for the glass insulator string, 
increasing the corona ring installation heights beyond some specified values do not 
further improve the RIV performance. 
Depending on the corona ring geometry, the corona rings reduce the positive polarity 
LI voltage performance of the silicone insulator string up to 8.5%. For the positive 
polarity impulses, the flashovers consistently propagate along the minimum strike 
distance, along the V-side for this string configuration. For negative polarity LI 
voltages, the flashovers happen along V-side directions and corona ring usage 
lessens the string impulse performance as much as 8% depending on the type of the 
corona. It is evident that the corona rings causing less arc distance reductions lead to 
a better LI performance. Under negative polarity impulses, the artificial rain affects 
the flashover directions of the string. All the negative polarity flashovers take place 
along the insulator string under wet test conditions. Unlike the positive polarity 
cases, the corona rings improve the string negative polarity performance under wet 
conditions. Up to 13% increments in negative polarity LI performance of the string 
are observed with the use of corona rings. However, it is found that, artificial rain 
reduces the negative polarity performance. Corona rings with larger ring diameters 
demonstrate a better-wet negative polarity impulse performance. 
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The flashover times are recorded at 20-40 µs time intervals for the V- and H-side 
flashover directions. The time-to-flashover is slightly a lower time region for the 
flashovers along the insulator string. 
Positive polarity dry SI flashovers occur along the V and H-side directions. Corona 
ring usage with the string reduces the withstand performance of the string up to 7% 
depending on the ring configuration. In this test condition, the string performance is 
higher than that of the corona rings with small ring diameters and lower installation 
heights. Also, negative polarity dry SI flashovers occur along V and H-side 
directions. In this case, corona ring usage has a favorable effect on the string 
performance. The corona rings with small ring diameters and low installation heights 
result in a higher impulse performance. 
For the wet-positive SI conditions, the corona rings exhibit similar behavior to that of 
the string performance in the dry test conditions. The artificial rain causes as much as 
a 3.5% flashover reductions in the string. Also, artificial rain significantly affects the 
negative polarity SI performance of the string. Almost a 35 % reduction is observed 
in the wet test conditions. However, the wet-positive condition is still worst case for 
the given string configuration. Time-to-flashovers for the SI voltages are observed in 
the 150-350 µs time interval.  
As explained in previous paragraphs, positive LI flashovers tend to occur along the 
minimum arc distance around the insulator string. For the given 380 kV V- insulator 
strings, either for glass or silicone insulator units, the minimum arc distance is 
between the corona ring and the V- or H- side directions. Therefore, the positive LI 
flashovers occur in these directions. The use of corona rings reduces the minimum 
arc distances to some extent, depending on the corona ring geometry. Therefore, 
corona ring usage with an insulator string reduces the positive polarity LI withstand 
performance of the string. Artificial rain has a limited effect on the positive polarity 
LI flashover voltages. Negative polarity LI flashovers tend to develop along the 
insulator string for glass insulator units and along the V- or H- side directions for the 
silicone insulator string. Artificial rain reduces the flashover voltage levels for the 
negative polarity LI voltages. For the flashovers developing along the insulator itself, 
the corona ring has a positive effect on the string performance. Both for the glass 
insulator string and the polymer insulator string, corona ring usage increases the 
negative polarity LI withstand levels, if the flashovers occur along the insulator 
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string. These results can be explained by the field regulation effect of the corona 
rings around and along the insulator string. For the SI voltages, artificial rain reduces 
the positive polarity and negative polarity impulse voltages. The corona rings affect 
the SI performance of the string, but not as much as for the LI case. Usually, corona 
rings also increase the SI withstands voltage levels of the string, if flashovers 
develop along the insulator string. 
For the future work, the following suggestions might be investigated.  
The research in this thesis is limited to only standard wave shape LI and SI surges, 
and 50 Hz alternating voltages for 380 kV V-suspension string insulators. Efficacies 
of corona rings on the same string should be investigated for different non-standard 
impulse voltages. In addition, vertical suspension insulator strings (I - strings) should 
be also considered as test objects. Moreover, the effects of corona rings under 
polluted insulator conditions should be evaluated by experimental studies.  
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